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Georgia S ate Module 
Adult B.J.sic Education Recruitment Researc1 Prot:ram 
The ma:or purpose of the Georgia State Module was to demonstrate cJJ1d 
invc..,tig.J.te t=ffcct1. ve recrui 1,1.ng methods fc. Adult Basic Eaucation cla~.;1.:., 
in tne Appalachian Region of Georgia. 
I~ order to better understand the strengths and liml.~ations of recru~ters 
with dL'terir..g backgrouno.::, tnis pro~ecr. utilized college students, lay pe.:-.,cn.., ~ 
volunteers ana Aault 3asic iducation teachers as recruit~rs . All of the 
recruiters partLcipated in orientation and in-service sessions. These 
sessions included information concerning characteristics of the under-
estimatea adult and basic interpersonal skills and human relations. 
It was found that of the recruiting groups those who were responsible 
for the imp~ementation of the program had the greatest retention. The colle6e 
student recruiter was not successful in dealing with this population. Be·~tc:r 
than eighty percent (80%) of those students enrolled by the ABE teacher-aide 
recruiter and/or the ~BE teacher recruiters remained in the program • 
Th~ 1ncreu5o in loc11l und 5tote interest is apparent by the expressed 
desire to oxµand tho µrogrrun by the increo~e of materials and by their nc~ivc. 
:,>urticip.1tion in the program as consultants . 
ii 
The participants in ABE class es in the target area numbered eighty-
nine (89) in FY 68; one hundred ninety-nine (199) in FY 69; and six 
hundred eight (608) in FY 70. Thus, the number of participants in the 
~ ABE classes has increased by threefold • 
• 
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Georgia State Module 
Adult Basic E,ducation Hecrw.tment Researcn ?rogrdm 
INTRO JJUGTI ON 
The Georgia S tatc Moaule of the Adult uasic Educ.1t:.n:1 Recrtu tm1,;nt 
Researct Pro3ram star~Gd in September of 196? as a pilot project with Tn\~~ 
County being the only part1..cipant. In Oc',obE:r of 1968 3o.nks, Habersh.:im, 
Itcibun , 0tephens, Union ana '.;jhit,e Count~c., nno t,he City of GainesvL.~e occmnc 
associated through Lhcir oourds of Educav~on. Dur~ng 19u9 Gair.esville with-
drew f r om the pr ogram and Franklin, Hall and PicKens Co~nties became 
participants. This r esulted in a total of ten (10) Appalachian Col.Lnties with 
a target population of some 37,000 being active, continuing participants. 
The major purpose of this project was to investig~te ways in which 
intervention into the lives of poor and illiterate adults might break the 
ongoing Appalachian poverty cycle. 
To achieve this purpose , the technique of using trained personnel frc,m 
differing social backgrounds was utilized. The recruiters were selected, 
instructed and placed in areas where Lhe reduction of illiteracy is depenoent 
upon intensive d.Ild continuous recruitment of the target population. 
The concept that active intervention is necessary if the existing life 
styles ar e Lo be changed.._:, genecally J.cceptou by odult. educators &.nd by 
1 
educators at large. However, there is a considerable empirical and theoretical 
gap between the generalization and the systematic implementation of techniques 
and procedures to foster continuous participation. For example, the nature of 
t he experiences which foster personal behaviors conducive to getting others 
~ involved in ABE programs and their relation~r~p Lo later numan involvement is 
not fully understood. The interplay of ext\-,·11al planning and family climate 
is not clear. In addition there remains the question of techniques for getting 
the under developed person to utilize the resources available to improve his 
own opportunities for self-fulfillment. In other words, how do recruiters and 
adult educators interest poor people in acquiring the skills necessary to live 
in ways different than their present life patterns? 
Recruiting techniques are not, then, the simple acts of adopting or 
adapting a program of speech . It is, on the other hand, a process of determining 
the interaction of the recruiter and the •recruitee" and of the total support-
ing resources of the community. The recruiter must understand the situation as 
the "recruitee" sees it and he must be able to communicate his own feelings 
and concerns in an empathic way to the potential participant. The poor adult 
must, in oth~r words, see the opportunities as relevant and possible for him. 
He must see the probability that the program will make a difference in his life, 
and that the difference made will be those desirable to him. He must see him-
self as being able to become totally involved in today's complex society, and, 
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perhaps of more i mportance , he must see a need for becoming involved . 
Recrui t ment of adults for educationa~ ,:>rograrns is the mosL difficult of 
all administrative tasks , and yet it is obvious that withou~ adequate recruit-
ment we cannot change the life styles of the under estimitLc .:ind underdeveloped 
adult. It is fur thermor e apµ3rent that since ~arents are tne most infiucnti,l 
of all teacher s and tha t young children t.t-n, ;:,o acto,:>l, ..,r,e j, ,.·c :;~y le:, o: 
thei r par ents that t his pover ty cycle will (..u,1t1.nue JnL. - dulL bc>h::i.VJ.c:- :?.:, 
changed. Adult education is necessary - y,·'., •r....i:.,,out 1-'erso:.[i.1. rcc~~u..i.u~,1cr,t, 
those at the lowest leve:l of poverty are 1.; .. ·c1~~.: not rea:r,l c. . 
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OBJECTIVE.5 
The major objective of the Georgia State Module of the Appalachian 
Adult Basi c Education Demonstration Center has been to develop effective 
procedures ! or the recruitment and retention of Adult Basic Education 
students. The resources of National (Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstrat ion Center), State (Adult Education Um.t of the Georgia State 
Department of Education) and Local {local school boards, business and civic 
organisations) Agencies have been coordinated in this recruitment ettort. 
The specific objectives as stated were: 
l. To develop a training program for Adult Basic 
Education recruiters and Adult Basic Education 
teachers {and to provide extensive and intensive 
In-Service Education programs to indigenous 
lay recruiters). 
During the development phase of this project three (J) types or 
training have been used for the Adult Basic Education recruiters and teachers. 
'nleae three (3) types are: individual pre-service and in-service, local aystems 
1111.ll group pre-aervice and in-service, and multi-system in-service. As new 
Ncruitora and teachers joined the program, the director and/or consultante 
trom the State Department of Education and the Univereity or Georgia met with 
them t or an orientation program. The extent of this program varied with the 
particular needs or the person and ranged from one (1) hour to aix (6) hours 
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with a mean of three (J) hours . This orientation was carried out through the 
cooperat~on of the local school system with a local person usually participating 
in the pre- service and later in-service t raining. 
Three (3) multi-system In-Service Workshops have been held during this 
project. Representatives from the ten (10) counties participated with a total 
involvement of approximately one hundred fif ty (150) persons. The participants 
indicated a preference for small group s~J::iivns assisting in better ways to 
individuali ze 1.nLeractlor. and instruction. 
Thirty-six (Jo) indi v..,_aual county srnul.!. croi:p meetir,1s have been held !or 
orientation, instruction and evaluation. :he:;;e meet: ngs .rncluded specific help 
from State Department anc. v~v~rs ... ..,y vOl'l ...... ~t w', v 5 with Spl..!~ ... fic emp~1asis p::.aced 
on requests and needs of the specific 6roupJ. For exa.-nple, tne di.rector and 
consultants observed the teacher-class 1.m,c:rac·i1.on and then worKed With tne 
teachers and the adult students in human rel ation~ and self-understandings. 
These group sessions suggest that contrary to some r esearch the culturally 
underestimated may not be lacking in motivation. They may not be lazy or shift-
less, but are victims of not having the understandings about self and the skills 
necessary to cope. They ao not, in other words, see hope and possibilities for 
themselves - - - they are poor of spirit, which may be more crucial than poor 
of purse. More of this small group work is needed in the future as we seek 
ways t o reach the poor. 
5 
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In addition the director has met with individual recruiters and adult 
basic educator s as t he need arose. One hundred twenty nine (129) individual 
sessions were held for the purpose of evaluating and redirecting the activities 
of the r ecruiters and t e~chers. 
It is hoped that as the teachers and recruiters become more expert that 
the number of dir ector contacts can be cut down with the teachers and recruiters 
assi sting each other. These initial meetings are necessury as new recruiters 
and teachers learn to understand themselves and the adults with whom they are to 
work. 
Additional information concerning these sessions can be found in the 
Appendix. 
Att achments A-1, A-2, and A-J: Reports and Evaluations 
of Workshops 
Table I - Pre-i5ervice and In-i5ervice Training Sessions 
2. To compare the effectiveness of various types 
of recr uiter s . 
Since September of 1969, nine hundred eighty-two (982) contacts have 
been made by the recruiter s of this project. Of these two hundred seventy-
one (271) or twenty- eight percent (28%) have enrolled in the Adult Basic 
Educat ion programs . 
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See Appendix: 
Table II - Adult Basic Education Recruitment Summary 
Table III - Comparison of Recruiting Methods in Each 
County 
Table IV - Characteristics of Recruit er s in Relation 
to Number of Contacts and Enrollment of ABE 
Student s 
An anal ysis of the r ecruiting dat~ ~n~ws : 
(1) Five ( 5) ABE Teacher hecrui.~ers made one nundred twenty-
three (123) contacts. Of these, seventy (70) or fi f ty-
seven per cent (57%) enro~l ed i n t he ABE classes . 
(2) Four (4) public school teacher r ecruiter s made sixty-
eight (68) contacts, of whom t welve ( 12) or eighteen 
percent (18%) enrolled. 
(3) Seven (7) Lay Recruiters made t wo hundred thirty- eight 
( 238) contacts enrolling sixty-six (66) or twenty-eight 
percent (28%) . 
(4) One (1) Lay Teacher Aide Recruiter made ninety-t hree (93) 
• contacts and enrolled f ifty-nine (59) or sixty-t hree 
per cent (63%). 
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(5) One (1) Lay ABE Student Recruit er made four hundred 
t hirty-f our (434) contacts and enrolled sixty- four (64) 
or fifteen percert (15%) . 
{6) One (1) College Student Recruiter made twenty- six {26) 
contacts , but none of t hem enrolled. 
J . To determine tne r elat.1.orship between 
types of recruiters and retention in 
program. 
These data reveal that those persons active:y involved in the continuing 
educational program (in this CdSe the AI£ teachers and ABE teacher-aide) were more 
successful i n the recruitment than were those who were not. The College Student 
was unsuccessful in r ecr uiting in thi~ population. 
Table VII (see Appendix) reveals that of the six hundred eight (608) 
enroll ed, paid r ecr uiters enrolled three hundred three (JOJ) or f ifty percent 
(50%). Volunteer s and mass media enrolled only twenty- four percent (24%), 
whereas other personal contact (in this case institutional and vocational school 
personnel ) accounted for twenty-six percent (26%) . 
Examination of data in Tables II, III .:md IV (see Appendix) shows that the 
holding power of t he AUE teacher aide recruit er and ABE teacher recruiter is also 
higher than ,m..v other hrou1, . Of Lhe 0.1c hundred twcnLy-ninc (129) enrolled by 
this group e.1.ghty-seven percent (87!,) have remained in the program. 
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The lay recruiters enrolled sixty-~ix (66) persons and with follow-up 
efforts had a retention record of seventy-seven percent (77%) . Of the twelve 
(12) persons enrolled by public school teachers forty- eight percent (48%) have 
remained in the program. Of those persons recruited by the lay ABE student 
recruiter seventy-four percent (74%) have remained in the program. 
These data reveal, then, that those per ans who were more personally 
involved with and responsible for the succes~ of the individuals involved had 
a higher retention rate. From these data on~ might postulate that when a person 
is responsible for involving a person in a program of which he is responsible he 
will be concerned with finding ways to mruce the ~rogram significant to the 
individual. It may be that in our society those persons who are reimbursed for 
their services feel a deeper sense of involvement than those who are not. 
4 & 5. To develop and utilize recruiter "log books" and 
to improve the recruiting program through an 
analysis of the recruiter "logs". 
Examination of Attachment C in the Appendix gives some descriptive data 
concerning the nature of employment, educational background and reasons for 
interest in the ABE progr.'.lms . 
Of those attending the ABE program less than ten percent (10%) were 
unempl oyed. They were primarily in the eighteen (18) - forty-five (45) year 
age bracket and had an ~verage income of three (J) - four (4) thousand dollars 
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annually. A majority of the participants were married with approximately 
fifty-five percent (55%) female and forty-five percent (45%) male. Factories 
in the communities provided employment for the largest ~umber of participants 
with the largest number stating a reason for attending a~ being that of self-
improvement. The logs further reveal that most of the participants in the 
ABE program had reached junior high but had not gone beyond the eleventh (lltr) 
grade l evel. Actual performance data indicates that they do not perform at 
junior high level, but they had attended school for that period of time. 
The development and utilization of recruiter and teacher logs have not 
been as extensive as it should have been. This was partly due to the lack of 
adequate staff but was also due to the exploration of ways to utilize the data 
and to find the kinds of data needed. For example, it was decided that 
additional data concerning how one felt about himself, his peers, and the 
educational setting should be a part of the log. In the future the log will 
need to be expanded to include not only pre and post information but systematic 
changes in cognitive and affective behaviors. 
The log will, in effect, become a tool for curriculum revision and 
redirection. It will serve as a continuing evaluation and feed forward tool 
in the overall program. 
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6 & 7. To provide instructional skills to indigenous 
lay recruiters and to use some of the local 
recruiters in individual instruction. 
These objectives have not been met as effectively as had been hoped. 
The two (2) major reasons for this were Lhe lack of program staff for 
adequate training and, therefore, the lack of adequate opportunities for 
the isolated "hard-core" families and the inability to identify and recruit 
(due to the lack of staff) indigenous lay recruiters. 
Eff orts in this direction have been made and these objectives will 
carry major importance in future programs in this area. In two (2) counties 
the ABE teacher-recruiter has given time to visit families and to find ways 
to assist with home instruction. They have been well received and currently 
plans for i n tensive program planning and implementation of such progress are 
underway. 
I n addition each of the work-study sessions (workshops) have included 
ways to work with the underestimated adult and ways to individualize instruction 
to meet t he person's µeculiar needs and expectations. 
See Appendix: 
Attachments D - In""'5ervice for ABE Teachers 
Georgia ETV Network 
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8. To continue recruiting for regular classroom 
programs of Adult Basic Education. 
If the poverty cycle is to be broken in Appalachia, recruitment is the 
necessary ingredient. Research has shown that those who need to come to 
programs often do not, and of those who start a large percentage drop out. 
The Georgia Recruitment Program continues to support the fact that efforts 
to reduce illiteracy are primarily dependent upon intensive and continuous 
recruitment. The results of the project also suggest that the particular 
kind or recruitment is dependent upon the particular situation. Each area 
and indeed perhaps each person differs in the kinds of co1I111unication which 
is most effective. It is, therefore, necessary that the recruiter have 
intensive training in interpersonal skills and human understandings. The 
NCruiter must understand his own purpose in order to understand the needs 
and desires or other complex human beings. He must understand the unique ways 
in which man utilizes his available resources, and how he defends.himself 
\ 
against those facets of the environment which may be anxiety provoking or 
threatening to him. 
The clirector of this project is continuously working with rec1'uiters and 
teachers in finding ways to more effectively and efficiently deTelop and utilize 
huaan capabilities. The results of these efforts have been seen in the formation 
o! ten (10) new classes and an increase in ABE programs by local school officials. 
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In the recruiting the director has solicited the services of mass 
media , VISTA volunteers, church and civic organizations, business leaders 
and community leaders as well as paid recruiters. 
9. To maintain achievement records on each adult 
enrolled so comparisons between groups and 
techniques can be made regarding relative 
achievement. 
Cumulative, comprehensive folders have now been set up for each 
student in this project. These data include informal reading inventories, 
a few standardized tests on some, logs, teacher made tests, student work 
samples, etc. The data acquired to date, however, is not sufficient to 
adequately assess this objective. 
There are many reasons for this objective not having been met. A major 
reason is the lack of previous planning as to the nature of data to be 
collected and a systematic way to collect the data. Another major reason, 
and perhaps a more important one, is the observed fact that these people are 
often threatened when any kind of test data is required. Initial testing is 
probably not accurate due to these fears and anxieties. It may be that some 
of the adults are threatened enough not to return when tests are given during 
the first few 5essions. It seems that a more realistic assessment for these 
adults may be actual behavior assessment (performance) through systematic 
lJ 
observation techniques. That is to say, techniques designed to have the 
person approach his level or competency in real life situations may be a 
more accurate way to assess these persons who have had years of unsuccessful 
educational and life experiences. 
10. To assess the views adults in ABE classes hold 
about themselves and their abilities. 
The adults in this project were administered the ''How I See Myself 
Scale" developed by Ira Gordon and standardized by Pearline Yeatts. 
A factorial analysis of the data revealed six (6) factors. The factors 
are: (1) Interpersonal; (2) Physical; (3) Teacher-School; (4) Academic; (5) 
&notions; (6) Autonorcy. It further showed that all the ABE students, including 
those who had been participants in the program for one (1) year, saw them-
selves as less adequate than do middle class adults on all factors. 
On all factors of the Self~oncept the males felt less adequate than 
females. Those who had been in the program for one (1) year felt more adequate 
i n all factors except autonomy and physical adequacy. 
The white members saw themselves as being more adequate on the inter-
personal and autonomy factors than did their negro counterparts. However, the 
blacks saw themselves more positive in the areas of (1) teacher-school, (2) 
physical appearance, (4) acade1DJ..c adequacy, and (5) emotions. The boys in the 
14 
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Correctional Institution saw themselves more adequate in all factors than 
did~ other group. 
It may be that the blacks see themselves in a more positive way due to 
cultural expectations. For example, dropping out of school is more often 
accepted in the black community and, t herefore, they are as adequate as their 
associates. Perhaps the fact that whites have, in the past, been able to 
initiate conversation with both whites and blacks accoun for their feeling of 
greater interpersonal adequacy. It may also be that in the black culture doing 
self-directed things is not customary and they, therefore, do as much as they 
desire; whereas, the poor whites may not have opportunities to do things on 
their own, but see other whites making ~heir own decisions. 
The fact that the boys in the Correctional Institute saw themselves as 
more adequate than those in the other groups may be a result of the length of 
now successful experiences. That is to say, the fact that they are younger 
may be a factor in this feeling of adequacy and may, therefore, be a positive 
for them. 
See Appendix: 
Attachment F - ''How I See Myself Scale" 
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COMroNENTS 
The original purpose of the Georgia State Module was that of the 
component "outreach". As the program has developed and expanded, further 
components were essential to give t he meaning and depth to the "outreach" 
component. 
Outreach. In order to r ecruit someone i t seems necessary to know 
something about t he char acteristics of the persons you wish to recruit. A 
first phase of t his pro ject was, then, to i dentify some of the unique 
qualities of the Wlderest imated adult . The fol lowing observations were mc1de 
by the recruiters, teachers and director of this project concerning the m1ture 
of those with whom initial contacts were made: 
(1) These people are as unique within the group as they are 
between groups. 
(2) Those persons seeing themselves as more able and the 
world as more friendly were easier to recruit. 
(3) Ma.iv of those "hard-core" were self-defeated and poor in 
spirit as well as poor of purse. 
(4) The language patterns of the poor are different, but they 
are not non-verbal. 
( 5) There is a feeling of being other-directed and repres.:1ed, 
rather than self-directed and coping. 
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(6) There is little feeling of community responsibility. 
(7) The adults do not have current information concerning 
possibilities or probabilities. 
(8) He has a difficult time maintaining a sense of dignity, 
due to discrimination and low marketable skills. 
(9) The roles the underestimated can play are limited. This 
is due to the lack of skills and meaningful relationships. 
(10) He is always having to attend mere survival needs and, 
therefore, has little time to concern himself with his 
self-enhancement needs. 
(11) The underestimated do not deal with causality or 
consequence as often as middle class peopl e do. They 
tend to behave according to the concrete situation as it 
appears at the moment. 
(12) The ego does not appear to be as developed. That is to 
say, it does not !mow all the possible alternatives and, 
therefore, cannot deal with reality in the same w~s as 
the middle class can. 
(lJ) The underestimated are, however, constantly striving to 
enhance self while still maintaining their current self. 
During the development of this recruitment program procedures also had to ':., ,_ 
17 
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developed. The cooperation of t c .. (Av) sys tem superintendents (counties: 
Banks, Franklin, Habersham, Hall , Pickens , Rabun, Stephens, Towns, Union and 
White) was acquired. They assis~ea in identifying r ecruiters and students, 
and in finding facilities a,7.d communic,1t.ion necessary for the establishment 
of the programs. The county people fur ther assis ted the director, State 
Department of Education Consult ants, Univer sity of Georgia Consultants and 
the Appalachia Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center in the pre and in 
s ervice training pr ograms for the recruiters and t enchers. In all meetings 
emphasis was pl aced on t he unuers tanding of the under estimated adult and in 
ways to establish and maintain rapport ~~th them. 
In an effort to determine the most effective recruiting technique a 
variety of recruiters were utilized. These included college s tudents, ABE 
students, indigenous lay recruiters , teachers, ADE teachers, VISTA volunteers 
and other lay recruiters as ministerial and civic associations. Since 
September 1, 1969, nine hundred eighty-two (982) people were contacted with 
two hundred seventy-one (271) enrolling in ABE classes . 
The ''Recruiter Logs" were kept in an effort t o gather do.ta concerning the 
target population. These logs resulted in a personal folder being made for 
each student which was then used for program planning and instructional needs. 
Many agencies as Health, Family and Children Services , OED - Ninth 
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District Opportunities, Inc., Ninth District Educational Services, Adult Education 
Unit of the Georgia State Department of Education, Young Harris College and the 
University of Georgia, and other civic and professional groups were cooper-
ative in planning and implementing this program. 
The Georgia State Module of the Adult Basic Education Recruitment 
Research Program is OUTilliACH. These recr uitment procedures continue to change 
as additional information is gathered, but currently, it appears that the 
best recruiters are those who are actively involved in all phases (recruiting, 
implementing and evaluating) of the program. 
See Appendix: 
Forms - Log for Recruiters 
Retention. If effective ways to retain the group are not utilized, 
recruitment is of little value. Retention, then, is a major component of the 
Georgia State Module. 
Research as that of Deutsch and Comb3 shows that when a person believes 
he can, he will spend the time necessary to do. In other words, a person 
behaves according to how he believes the situation to be - not as others 
believe it to be. In an effort to assess how the adults viewed themselves 
and the situation their views of self were reviewed. Unfortunately these were 
not acquired until near the end of Lhe program and could not, therefore, be 
19 
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utilized in program planning for the entire year. The infonnation was used 
for redirection of the project and in the future plans include early asses~-
ment of views of self. 
The director and consultants worked with recruiters and teachers, as 
well as with the adult participants, in helping the adult under stand himself 
as a capable human being. Programs to expand this aspect of the program will 
be extended for future participants. 
Realizing that returning to school for an ABE student is a major step, 
the t eachers realized the necessity of helping each person find successful 
experiences during each session. The teachers utilized the "log" and other 
infonnation given by the recruiter in understanding the specific needs and 
desires of the individual. His program was then set up with relevant activities. 
The adults needed constant assurance and reinforcement in their 
activities. 
From observations and student discussion one can assume that those ABE 
classes which are individualized will have a higher retention rate than 
those which ore not. These programs must be paced to meet the immediate needs 
of the adult. That is, they must be simple enough to insure success, yet at 
the so.me time complex enough to cause the person to "reach" and grow. All the 
activities must be real life based sc as to meet the needs of the individual. 
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Practic.:il. usable skills are much more meaningful than are theory and abstract 
ideas. 
Eighty percent (80%) of the adults who entered the Georgia State Module 
Program have remained active. When one considers that more than fifty percent 
(50%) of the high school students in this area drop out of school this is indeed 
successful. 
One will note from Tables V and VI the reasons given by the twenty per-
cent (20'~) who l eft the program. Other than those students leaving the 
Correctional Institutions the largest number of reasons given were lack of interest 
in only two (2) counties and conflicting work schedules in one (1) county. 
See Appendix: 
Table V - Comparison of Reasons for Withdrawals by Counties 
in Relation to Enrollment 
Table VI - ABE Enrollment Summary 
Ili.agnosis. It was noted earlier that caution is needed when testing the 
ABE participants at the beginning of a program. It has been found that the 
informal interview method is the most successful. This approach with a 
systematic observation should improve this aspect of the program in the future. 
In nddition to the informal interview technique a brief oral test in 
word recognition or informal reading inventory is used to establish the 
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student ' s placement in class and to indicate the r eading material that he can 
use successfully. Standar di7.ed tests ABLE I and II are also being used . 
As the pr ogram pr ogresses, in the future additional tests will be needed. 
I t is expected t hat upon entrance to the program the adult will work with the 
teacher in getting the data necessary to help plan his program. This will 
necessarily include cognitive sla.11 tests as well as such affective measures 
as Gordon "How I See Myself Scale" and other attiLud(! scales . A continuous 
testtng pr ogr am will be necessary to evaluate and redirect the program as to 
specific behavioral and performance objectives. 
Manpower. Interest in the Georgia State Module has grown and the concern 
is currently seen by continuous requests f or additional programs . 
The director has successfully acquir ed the services of volunteers from 
the local schools, universities and other educational media in recruiting 
and transporting. The State Department of Education continues to furni sh 
materials and funds for the classes as well as supplying classroom facilities , 
etc. 
The teachers in the pr ogram give additional time for follow-up activities 
and are assi s ted by nineteen (19) µaid recruiters, one (1) secretary, one (1) 
part-time bookkeeper, a pr oject director and other consultants and research 
assistants. 
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Three (3) multi-county workshops have been held with approximately 
one hundred fif ty (150) participant~. In addition twenty (20) area teachers 
attended a cr edit course on "Teach..1..ng the Disadvan taged Adult". 
Additional assi stance from loca~ persons will continue to be a major 
concern, and in the future cm?ha~i w_ll be on acquiring more dssist.:mce f rom 
the ABE stuaents them~elves . They could be a vital and powerful source in 
r ecruiting and t eaching "hard- core" unemployed. 
Materials an~ Gurricul3. It nos not been the purpose of this project to 
evaluate curricula materials . The State Adult Basic Education Curriculum 
Guide and state approved instruction~l materials are being used. In addition 
educational television has been utilized by the teachers . Attachment E (see 
Appendix) shows a repor t of the television program. 
In the future more evaluation of materials will be necessary. It is 
not possible to i ndividualize learning without evaluating the materials to 
be used for effecti veness with the particular individual. It may also become 
necessary to develop cer tain mater ials to utilize a wider variety of materials . 
Programmed learning will probably be u~ed more with f uture ABE classes. 
Methods :md Teach i ni; Tcchni qucs . A variety of teaching methods have been 
uti lized . The chief cm;1h,1sis has been on active individual participation in 
interper~onal ~,iLuuLion:; . Tc;.ichcr:.- h:ivc employed demonst.ra tion, role µlaying, 
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group discussion and the Socratic method - using a variety of materials such 
as films, tapes , speakers, tape recorders, transparencies, filmstrips, EDL 
reading machines, language masters, television, film loops, and books. The 
utilization of var ious resources and materials allowed each individual to 
learn in his own style preference, thereby increasing the retention of the 
students. 
Persons in the community (including members of the ABE classes) were 
used ~s resource people and as~isted others in particular skills and interest. 
The in-service programs were enriched by the members of the Southern 
Regional Education Board, by University of Georgia staff, by the staff of 
the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center and by consultants 
from the Adult Education Unit of the Georgia State Department of Education. 
Continuous in-service experiences have provided the teachers and recruiters 
with new techniques for working with the underestimated adult, and have also 
given t hem the opportunity to share with each other, thereby getting new ideas. 
The evaluat ion of the in-service (see Appendix) program shows that the 
r ecruiter s and teacher s shared in their positive evaluation of the work- study 
sessions. It is apparent from the data that the participants saw a need f or a 
variety of experiences and desired assistance in all areas of understanding and 
working with the underestimated adult. 
In tnc future aciditional work ::;essions will be held in utilizi ng ways to 
further individualize. 
Cont i.nual and Ter minal CounseU~. This project does not employ a counselor . 
The dir ector , University of Georgia consultant and teachers have assisted in 
employment counseling and in self-understanding, but in-depth counseling has not 
been o part of t his project. 
Pl:1cement. Employment Status forms have been distributed. 
Follow-Up. 'l'he recruiters make telephone or home contacts to persons 
who ar e absent f rom class . This has allowed the adult to know that his 
presence is i mportant and has given him a sense of dignity and worth . It has 
been an asset in the r etenti on pr ogram and will continue to be an important 
part of the project. 
Ther e has not, however, been adequate follow-up of those f inishing or 
l eaving t he ABE progr am. In the future better follow-up pr ogr ams will be 
needed in order to detennine the ef fectiveness of the pr ogram in promoti ng 
behavioral and occupntionol change . 
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2'J.'ATE SUPFORT 
'1'h0 S t..,tc Dep3rtr.1cnt of Education has shown intere;.;t in and support c)f 
the entire Georgia State Module. They have served as consultants for the 
.rl .. ·o~ec;t. ,m\l hc.1.ve a~si..,.,ed in the 1,;valuation of this project . 
In tn..: future it is planned tn,;it they will continue to assist by 
s~or.Joring in-service proJects ana by assisting in the evaluation of materials 
ctn~ . n tn~ locat~on o: new matori:ils . 
The Ste1te Departnent of Education is aware of the need to recruit and 
have verbalized a desire to recruit, but at present do not have funds that can 
immediately be transferred into a recruitment fund. It is hoped that in the 
future more funds will be available for an enlarged recruitment program. 
The State continues to provia~ funds for the teachers of the ABE classes 
as well as for the classroom space and materials. They will provide additional 
work-study sessions fo~ the recruiters as well as for the ABE teachers. Con-
sultants will also be available for assisting in orientation sessions for the 
r ecruiter.., 311d for i n--3ervice ses5ions . 
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RECOMMENMTIONS 
In March of 1969 a number of r ecommendations concerning t.he Georgia 
State Module were made in the interim evaluation prepared by Jude T. Cotter. 
Action has been taken on most of these recommend~tions, as follows: 
1 . The Advisory Coram_ttee be convened at the earliest possible 
opportun:i.tr. The Committee met in May of 1969 and again in 
February of 1970, with interim individual communication. 
2. That a specific training program be conducted that could be 
packaged for use in other State Modules. 
Successful and unsuccessful aspects of various techniques are 
currently being investigated. During tne following year it is 
hoped that an entire training program will be established. 
3. That a program be established in Pickens County based on the 
goals established for the Gainesville project. 
This h~s been st3rted, but due to local difficulties has not 
~n ,uccc,ntul. 
4. That the Gainesville project be discontinued. 
The project was discontinued 
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5. That the institutions of higher learning be approached to secure 
student recruiters who would receive tuition grants and college 
credit. 
Investigation into this possibility continues, but has not as yet 
been feasible. One might note that the college student recruiter 
was not successful as a recruiter in this area. A college student 
from the environment has recently been employed to recruit in one 
area. 
6. That a concerted program of information to local newspapers be 
started. 
Newspapers and other media are being used for communication purposes. 
It is, however, often difficult to get space in some of the local 
newspapers. Efforts in this area are continuing. 
7. That orientation be given teachers who had not taught Adult Basic 
Education classes. 
This is being carried out in multi-county workshops and a more 
intensive in-service program will be carried on. 
8. That the possibility of establishing an ABE program at Alto be 
explored. 
Classes have begun at the Correctional Institute. They have been 




The m~jor weaknesses of this program have been the frustrations derived 
from not being able to reach a larger percentage of the target population. 
1. In those counties where the administrative staff has not been 
actively involved in the recruiting program (has not displayed an 
active interest) , the recruitment has not been as effective. It may 
be that. whP:1 the 1..ay .1ublic sees those whose business is education as 
not being interesved that they do not see education as being 
advantageous to them. 
Efforts to improve the program in these counties continue, and some 
success is being seen through the efforts of finding influential civic 
and church leaders. However, these areas are areas where home (door 
t o door) recruitment is needed. 
2. The ten (10) county area is such a large geographic area that it is 
difficult for the director to make as many cont.acts as are needed. 
This was helped during the spring by the employment of a continuing 
consultant from the University of Georgia. The consultant met with 
groups o.nrl assi~tcd in planning, evaluating and redirecting, recruit-
ing and t.et1ching. This will be oxpanded in the future and should 
facilitat.e the director being able to work more in personal contacts . 
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In addition, three (J) local sy-stem counselors an.d/or supervisors 
were employed to implement and supervise programs in their area. 
J . It was round that in this target area that in order to reach the 
"hard-core" additional home visits are necessary. In the future it 
is recommended that many or the adults be reached initially through 
home adult progrSJ1s. These will be done through an. et.tort where the 
recruiter-teacher will go into h0111es and teach the adults to work with 
their own or other children in a specific learning task (ai, reading). 
These program" w:i 11 ther. be expanded into coamuni ty programs . That 
is , progiams where three (3) or four (4) neighboring adults will meet 
as a group to learn specific skills to teach their children. The 
adults will then be encouraged to attend regular ABE classes. 
4. It is expected that through the process of learning to teach their 
own children that the adults will learn the basic attack skills 
themselves, and will learn them without the fears attached to going 
back to school. 
5. It is further expected that by working with the parents in rinding 
ways to help their own children that the poverty cycle can be 
broken by changing the image the child has o! an adult and the 
views the adult holds about education. 
Jl 
6. Although the purpose of this project is not to evaluate curricula 
materials it is necessary to continuously evaluate the effectiveness 
of the materials. There is currently a need tor new materials which 
integrate reading, writing and computing into one (1) unit. These 
units should concern themselves rlth sell-understandings as well. 
The director of the project will need to spend more time in the tuture 
with the evaluation of materials used. 
7. 'nle home programs will allow the adults to learn how to utilize 
the resources available to them for intellectual learnings, and how 
to change their environment to meet their own needs. 
8. The major emphasis of this project for the following year should be 
to perfect the technique of home recruiting and home teaching. It is 
the intent of the director to spend a major portion of her time on 
this task. 
9. In order to 1DOre adequately assess the total program a systematic 
testing and information program will be set up !or the future. This 
will allow for better direction and for a more accurate asse■sment 


















GroRGIA STATE )1)001,E 
Pre-Service and In-Service 'l'taining Sessions 
June 1969-April 1970 
COURSE 
CREDIT-It I NDIVIDUAL SMALL GBOUP 
1 20 6 
0 12 5 
2 10 3 
3 8 2 
0 3 2 
1 7 2 
0 5 2 
2 1.3 5 
3 12 5 . 
1 14 1 
1 15 1 
0 10 2 
129 36 
• 7 ABE Teachers attended Workshop at University of Georgia. 
6 1BE Teachers attended Workshop at Morehead State University. 

















GIDRGIA STA TE K>OOLE 
Adult Basic Education Recruitment Summary 
September 1969-April 19?0 
Table II 
TYPE NUMIER NUMBER ,,. .F]fBOLJ..ED 
OOUNTY RECRUITER OF CONTACTS mBOLLED Br RECRUITER 
Banks ABE Teacher 5 3 60.00 
Lay (2) 50 13 26.00 
Franklin Lay (2) 34 19 55.88 
AJE Teacher 46 26 56.52 
AlE Teacher Aide 93 59 63.44 
Habe..shaza Lay 61 18 29.50 
Hall 
I 
ABS Teacher 19 19 100.00 
' ABE Teacher 29 17 58.60 
Pickens Teacher 19 0 0 
Lay 49 5 7.'J(.) 
Rabun Lay-Al£ St udent 434 64 14.74 
Stephens Teacher 16 7 43.75 
Teacher 21 5 23.81 
Towns Lay 44 11 25.00 
Union ilE Teacher ~ 5 20.83 
College Student 26 0 0 
White Teacher 12 0 0 
VISTA & mass media 
' 
TOT.US 19 982 271 
~ 
llotei 
5 .A.IE Teacher-Recruiters made 123 cont acts & enrolled 70 or 56.91~. 
4 Teachers made 68 contacts & enrolled 12 or 17.65i. 
7 Lay- Recruit er s made 238 contacts & enrolled 66 or 27.73f.. 
l Lay-Teacher Aide 118de 93 contacts & enrolled 59 or 63.44~. 
l College Student made 26 contacts & enrolled o. 
l La7-A1B Student made 434 contacts & enrolled 64 or 14.75~. 











• Table III 
GlOClRGIA STA'l'E )l)OO'LE 
COMPARISON OP' RF.cRUITDIG B.!'0000 IN EACH COUHTI 
MlmlOOO All1) !OTAL 11>. TOTAL stoi.lM CUMUU TIVE !OTAL 
TICIIIIQUIS WED TARGET CONTACTS DBOI.IJmrr STUIENTS PREVIOUSL 
COUIITIFS D im=RUITDG R:>PULATIOM 9/1/69-4/30/70 4/'J0/70 DlROLLED SIRCE 19t 
Banks A.IE Teacher 2,222 5 33 35 
Lay Recruiter 50 
VISTA 
1l"ankJ1n Lay Recruiter (2) 3,113 34 104 0 
ABE Teacher 46 
Al£ Teacher Aide 93 
Ministerial Association 
HabershaJI Lay Recruiter 4,774 61 33 212 
VISTA A mass media 
<,.) ilto (CorrectiOMl. Institution} (150-200~ 115 28 O') 
IGTVS Technical-Vocational School (100 41 0 
Hall AlB Teacher (2) 11,659 48 63 274 
Mass aeciia 
Pickens Teacher 2,872 19 34 66 
Lay Recruiter 49 
Lay Rec.-lJE Student · 1,756 434 98 100 
VISTA A aass media 
Stephens Teachers (2) 5,021 37 29 342 
VISTA & Teacher Aide 
Towns Lay- Recruiter i,065 17 
VISTA 
Uni.on AS Teacher 2,234 24 27 27 
College Student 26 
White Teacher 2,058 12 14 26 
VISTA & aus aedia 
36,7'4 982 1,220 
,. 
' 'l'abl e IV 
GEORGIA STATE K>OOLE 
CHARAC'l'ERISTICS OF RECRUI'l'EBS IN REIATION "ro NUMIER OF CONTACTS AND ENOOLLKllfT OF Al£ STUIEJrl'S 
Oct ober l, 1969-April .30, 1970 
llECllUITKBS EMPLOYED AT 
iliillllb CUM. 
SEI Pm.SFM' JOB PRIMlRI RECRUITER TARGET COi- JIOM TOTAL 
00 AIDmSS !GE M F RACE FULLTIME PARfflNE OCCUPATION TITLE 
POP. TACTS COHACTS DROLLED 
Banks Hoaer,Ga. 62 X White I Teacher AIE Teac.Rec. 2,222 5 3 33 
Lula,Ga. 37 I White Unemployed Housewife Lay Rec. 20 8 
Hoeer,Ga. 24 X White I Telephony Lay Rec. .30 5 
Ro7ston,Ga. 58 X White X Housewife ABE Teac.Aide Rec. 3,113 93 59 104 
Lawnia,Ga. 50 I Black X Teacher ABE Teac.Rec. 46 26 
Lavonia,Ga. 47 X White Unemployed Beautician Lay Rec. 19 17 
Lavonia,Ga. 56 X White X Teacher Aide Lay Rec. 15 2 
Habershaa Clarkesville,Ga. 29 X White Unemployed Housewife Lay Rec. 4,774 61 18 33 
Industrial School, Alto, Ga. . . ••• Volunteer Recruitment by School Staff •• . . . . . . . . (150-200) (150-200) 115 115 
w io. Ga.? ade & Vocational School, Clarkesville, Ga ••• Volunteer Recruitment by School Staff • (100) {100) 41 41 
........ 
Hall Chicopee ,Ga. , 24 X White I Teacher ABE Teac.Rec. 11,659 29 17 
63 
Gainesville,Ga. 44 I White I Teacher Al£ Teac.Rec. 1~ 
1 <)It 
Pickens Jasper,Ga. I White I Teacher Teac. Rec. 2,872 19 
0 34 
Jasper,Ga. 40 X White X Beautician Lay Rec. 49 5 
Rabun Clayt.on,Ga. 36 I White I Clerical Lay ABE Student 1,756 431~ 64 
98 
Stephens Toccoa,Ga. 22 X Black x· Teacher Teac. Rec. 5,021 16 7 29 
Toccoa,Ga. 24 X Black I Teacher Teac. Rec. 21 5 
Towna Young Harris ,Ga. 29 I White X Store Mgr. Lay Recruiter 1,065 44 11 17 
Union Culberson, N.C. 68 I White I ABE Teacher AIE Teac.Rec. 2,234 24 5 27 
Blairsville,Ga. 20 I White Unemployed College Student Coll.Student Rec. 26 0 
Vhite Cleveland,Ga. 55 X Vhite I Teacher Teacher Rec. 2.058 12 0 14 
• Hall Count7 Priaon .IJS_Cla.ss. 

T.ible V 
1rl-.l)RGIA ~TA TI-: f-l)OlJLE 




.µ REASONS FOR WITHLRAWAL.5 ........... i:: 
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Q,) .., II) 0 tt Q,) Ill ell f-< Jo: C: jg ..., ., ........... +>'--- rl 0) (II Ill > ~Ill C: s.. 0 H COUNT!~ 0 0 0 0 0 Q) C: c_j iS 0 0 A. s 0 0 0 j~ 0 ........... f-< ~ rl (.)rl E-< rl 0::H u ...:I :a: :z U:11 :z -: ~ 
Banks 9 24 33 11 4 2 1 1 l 2 22 
Franklin 0 104 104 10 2 1 3 4 94 
Habersham 0 33 33 11 l 2 1 2 5 22 
Alto 28 87 115 57 57 58 
MG'NS 0 41 41 6 3 3 35 
Hall 0 6J 63 19 15 1 l 1 1 44 
Pickens 21 13 34 J 3 31 
Rabun 61 37 98 37 7 9 21 61 
Stephens 0 29 29 16 3 3 4 2 4 13 . 
Towns 3 14 17 6 l 1 J 1 11 
U.nion* 2J 4 27 9 4 1 4 18 
White 5 9 14 9 2 2 l 4 5 
TOTAL.5 150 458 608 194 72 9 3 18 1 15 26 5 45 414 
• Volunteer teacher since January 1970 
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GEORGIA STATE ,OOOU 
ABE Enrollment SUllll'lary 
Oc tober 1, 1969 to April 30, 1970 
STUIENTS 
Table VI 
ON /r/.J, 10 1/ 69 N»I STUIENTS WTl'HmAWALS 
9 24 H 
0 104 10 
0 33 11 
28 87 57 .. 
0 41 6 
0 63 1 <JiHt 
21 13 3 
61 37 37 
0 29 16 
3 14 6 
23 4 9 
5 9 9 

















· * Full-time teacher 
... 72 released or transferred from Correctional Instituti ons ( 57 f r om Alto & 15 from Hall 
County Prison) 
..., Three (3) - 1 hour classes held 2 days per week at North Georgia Technical and 
Vocational School 
.... 1 class discontinued in Dece■ber; the other cl ass has a volunteer teacher 
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Table VII 
GillRGIA ST, TE M)DULE 
Volunt,eer and Mass Mea1a Itecruitment ..i WIIDary 
tnroll ment June l9o~-Apnl 1970 
TYPE OF RECRUIT~T 
roTAL mROLLMElIT 
IN ABE CLASSES 
FROM CONTACTS 
Note s 







North Georgia Technical & Vocational 
School Counselor 
Director, Multi Purpose Center 
Coamunity Store - Street Corner 
Welfare 
Mass Media 
Notices from local schools 
Newspapers 
Radio 
Notices left at places of 
















149 GBAHD TOTAL 
Total Cummul.ated Enrollment • 
Volunteers enrolled •• 
Mass Media enrolled •• 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
Total of 149 or 24.5<11, 
608 
. . 
Paid Recruiters enrolled •••••••••••• 
Personal contact by staff at NGTVS & Alto •••• 
Total of 459 or 75.49'1, 
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94 - 15.4~ 
55 - 9.04'1, 
303 - 49.84'1, 
156 - 25.6~ 
SUMMARY 01" ORIENTATIONS GIVEN t{J~,:I II ITERS AT PRE- AND Th-SBHVI CE I'AAINING 
Sr..3S IONS 
GEOrlGIA STATE MODULE 
1. What is Adult Basic Education? 
2. Who finances ABE? 
~- Who is eligib l e to attend ABE classes? 
~ . What are sane o f the problems of adult iiliteracy? 
5 . What are a few of the causes of adu1t i lliteracy? 
b. What a r e the goals of Adult Basic Education? 
7. What are some of the characteristics of the underestimated adult? 
These a r e sane of the questions that we attempted to answer by buzz groups, role 
playing , gener a l discussions, question & answer periods, panels, etc. 
Recruitment of the Underest imated: 
I t is d i f ficult t o entice the adult to attend ABE classes. If there is to be a great 
degree of success in recruitment of the underestimated, there must be total ccmmunity 
ccmmittment to t he ABE program - connnunity resources, human resources and institutions 
and or ganizations. How does one encourage enrollments? How do you persuade men and 
women who have litt l e formal education to return to school? How do you convince them 
that t hey should leave their hane, their family, friends, favorite TV programs, etc. 
just to learn to read and write or t o improve their educational level? 
The fir st essential is t o know and understand the people, their problems, attitudes 
and desir es. Many are shy, retiring, noncommunicative. Their lives have been with 
one disappointment af'ter another. Recruitment is difficult because of embarrassment, 
suspicion, fear, lack of understanding, etc. 
Methods of Recruitment: 
Extend t o the r ecruitee a personal invitation to attend 'lasses. Jf you approach with 
the idea of " Do sanething for these people", you will fail miserably. I t 1.s only when 
we "do BCIXleth i ng with them" t hat we su<'ceed. Recruitment is not "going slumming" or 
"doing go<."\... 11 • • , !S ·1._l :)f us he1ping e~ch other t. o help ourselw~a. 
Look for the strengths , t alent s and cont ributions that the prospective ABE student 
may make r ather than t he weaknesses and obvious needs. When we consider them l!lflY as 
needy i ndividuals who r equire our special help, it is easy to feel superior and con-
descendi ng - an attitude which they sense and ~ly resent. If we really want to 
hel p, we must look f or and honor their unique talents~ thus boosting their already 
shaky sel f-est eem. 
Be friendl y and non-critical . If you are cold or authoritative, the shy and fearful 
ABE prospect will wit hdraw not bloss om . They hide their true feelings and skills f or 
fear of ridi cule or r ejection - bot h of which they have probably experienced through-
out their lives. 
Encourage them t o talk fre ely about topics of interest to them. If one does this, 
their specia l i nter est and ab ilities may emerge and they will be wilJing to try ea 
ABE class . If some remai n s ilent, be patient. It may take several visits to win 
their trust. Always r ecogni ze t heir s t rengths. 
To be a success ful r ecrui t er one must have or develop these traits: patience, optimism, 
understandi ng, acceptance , cultura l awareness and sensitivity to feelings of inadequacy. 
Above a l l, a recruiter must have a genuine liking for "diff~rent" people. If you don't 
like people with differ ent bf.l.ckgrounds and v·.1lnes from yow· own, you can't hide it 
fran the disadvantaged underestj_mated adult. ~o matter huw hard you try to hide your 
feelings you will give non- spoken clues to them through gestures, tone of voice, 
facia l expressions; a ll of this r einforces their feelings of' worthlessness and 
inadequacy. Your simple, friendl y, re l axed attitude will help t:1e recruiter feel 
canfortable and unthreatened. 
The recruiters are always reminded t '"> contac-1 a~T"!nries ~nrh /if; "'':Ul'li ly .P,, (;hi ldren 
Services, Health Department , c ivic '· ··i-:J ~:uus gr J Uf>S, loc•a.1. schuol administrators, 
newspapers & radio news media, bu$ r ·• .:; . ', f u ·t1,1 r, -=t:• •s of eUginlE- 1.1.ults. 
THE FOLLCMING WAS SHARED WITH RECKUITERS AT AI, :W-.)iitV-;:CE WO.rt.\SHOJ:' A..~u rHROUGH THE 
NEWS - LINE PUBLICATION : 
AN INVITATION IS 1~\.,i.' ENOUGH 
Jim Hester 
Too of'ten do we a s rec~·uiter and teacher feel th tt if we invite a prcspect to enroll in 
our adul t class that we can expect him t o be aT, 1u.c next meeting , and tne next, and t he 
next. 
We can all agree that our r ecruiting and holding power is not what we would like for it 
t o be. Much progress has been made during the past year and is currently being made in 
our ability to enroll and hold a student . One only has to cr,mpare current figures over 
the pr evious year t o see this . Although things are going wel l in our program, we must 
not get discouraged or complacent with our accanplishments but m~st ~ver be receptive to 
new and better techn iques. 
First of all, we must recognize the fact th,1 t Jtt.· stu 1t:,ri1,s have all cultivated and 
nourished negative habits and seldan, if evi .. , lw.ve ~.hey '1een responsible for major 
planning that effects their lives. With thj s ta~v recognized, we must then begin to 
move the student from a negat ive, dependent attitude to a positive, independent attitude 
before we can hope to realize significant academic achievement. 
When we invite a prospect, we nearly always have reason to believe that the program can 
enrich his life in some f ashion. Tf t he prospect is ~Psponsive, he must have reason to 
believe it can enrich his f !'Hsent. circumstances )r hf ·..rould not join the class. As a 
team the recruiter and clas s te1-1 ,~her 1-1re eqi ... 'l..l ..,y 'hn ", ··d with the responsibility of 
seeing that these reasons are kept even alive. 
\ 
The following proposal is being suggested to recruit er and teacher as a way to incr 
enrol lment and strengthen holding power. 
1. When appointment is made with prospective student, avoid him the remainder of 
the week and do not answer the telephore or provide other avenues for him to 
cancel before the meeting . 
2 . Don't over- emphasize that we will teach him how to read and write during the 
interview. 
3. Pick up pr ospect , take and stay for first class. (Be a little early in case 
he is still doubtful . ) If you pick him up, you can always be sure he will be 
there . 
4. Reassure the pr ospect on t he way t o t he meeting. Be sure and gain his confidence 
and l et him know he has your continued support. 
5. Introduce prospect to all present and make him feel ccxnfortable. 
6. Once he is at c l ass, then the teacher takes over . 
7. Go s low on academic expectations first few nights. 
8. Spend first night on ego boosting and improving self concepts. 
9. Form teams (pair-off) and have team members be responsible for getting each 
other back t o meetings. They can pick up, call, or otherwise encourage each at.her , 
10. Take f i r s t few m1 nntes P-ach L laas t re-motivaie. 
11 . Mu~~ s•n·t> '1 ~r .Jf,1,r,.un f r· ,J L ,w-ui, arn.l visitation is worked out so students will 
know the recruiter will t'ollow up. 
NARRATIVE DESCRIPI'ION OF REC:--.U;.™-ENT GIVEN BY AN ABE STUDENT RECRUITER: 
Preparation : Rece i ved perm1 s '-'i"n -f"rru, -.·:em,..nt<J.ry s~r. )Pl; t ,:; u ·ougn files ".>f 
children's parents notes ~aken from all who did not fjnish h~h school as to 
last grade attended ;inrl l , -:a1, Lnri .,½, :•,. t . . e:;; :J.n:1 -,•.r,e1 _..,~ -ar··h to f':..nd dr• ... JJ• .rts. 
Put information into bri ef forn as to location, etc . , and tr1-'!d to contact all people 
in that vici ni ty at or on t he s'.Ull~ ~rip. 
Approach : Meet people , usually knock on door, tell person scmething about where I 
live , work, and who I am . 
U~ ,,ally make some rema .. :-k~: ·1oou1 "' ,mething of interest in the house to get them to 
talking about themselres or ~hildren . I act interested in anything of interest to 
them, children, hunt ing, cooking , gardening , etc. and get them to talking about 
themselves. 
Tell them about the adult classes and explain what a good opportunity it wou?,d be 
for them to get their high school diploma . Mention the fact that all materials are 
free, and try to get them to commit themselves to at least try to come for one night 
to see exactly how our classes work and operate. Usually tell them that I have been 
attending classes and how much I enjoy going. 
When I realized ti,-1.t. I had u ~•'t!pt,~u the ,iob 
hig:1 school to atLend. ABE; r · ,as~;e::; .i11 ,_,nr :-;m1:1 
:i~l,,; ~ Where does ()ne start to find the peop 1 e '!' I believe, 
wci 110t f ~n ished 
cou.id find them. I wanted to co11v .i.nce then; that learning 1.,1,, '1 .·,n:,., LH::en and st ill 
is such f un!! 
I trul y believe that people "s .it in durkness" who cannot read. Without mean..i.ng to be 
pious , I began to p ray for guidance qs to where and how to reach these people. I 
pondered several days before I made 'lnY attempt. Then the thought of ·.risiting nearby 
county stores , l~aving handbills (furnished by Mrs. Orr's office) to be posted about 
the classes . I added my name and phone number to these. I asked the storekeepers for 
names o f people who needed this opportunity. I did the same at leading stores in 
town; the stores, cafes, etc. a l so in t he negro section. I visited the managers of 
the industrial plants who were VPr: r,·opPt··-1.t.ive . 1 had special brochures (from Mrs. 
Orr 's s ta f'f explaining t,he class ,: : : h places !'or the interested ones to sign. I 
gathered these later and made a pr> r~umd 1...onta.:t, . 1 visited all the ministers, both 
black and white, leavine the b r ochure with an appeal for all eligible person to avai1 
ihemst.' Ive:; 1' t' th is ,1ppurtw1 i t.y . 'l'he ministers echoed th<' up peal. 'l'he announcement was 
mudv vin rudi u and 101"~11 pHµcrs. 
S,)on my t.e I ephone w11 s r i.np:inv ·rnrl J was making appointments tu visit. Wherever I went 
I asked. for names o f othe r interested people. Then one would t r!l 1 another. Most of 
the peopJe knew me because of my having done substitute t.ear'hing throughout the county; 
therefore, they believed in me . Af~er t he ground work was laid the names just came in. 
Few people I visited rejected the opportunity. 
This has been a most rewarding experience !! 
THE FOLLOWING IS A 3AMPLE ,,,. ,"I,,; "BHOCLUHE" ( HAND 3ILL ) ~HAT SvME 1{ECRUITERS USED. 
(These were postP<.i at sud· p 1ui I i · r. aces as i ndus·~riaJ plants , county stores, cafes, 
etc. ) 
Date: ________ _ 
TO: ALL IllTERES'l'ED PERSONS OVER 16 YEARS OF AGE 
FROM: Thelm& P. Orr, Director - Adult Basic Education Hecnntment Research Pr oject 
Banks 'jaunty Boa.·d of Educa•;ion, Haner, Georgia 
______________ , Superintendent o:~ ___ County Schools 
RE : ADULT EVEN1JlfG CLASSES (At Your Local Schoo L in County) 
This is a program to he lp peopJe help themselves i;hrough continuing education . Adult 
Basic Educat j_on clc.sses make cc,ntinuj_ng education a rea:_ity ::'or adu lts who are seeking 
greater fulfillment. in life , b) keepj_ng up with the changing times, a nd pr eparing for 
tanorr ow 1 s job. 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO: Learn tc, speak, read, and write 1:ngli:~h 
Learn job-getting skills 
Learn needed e.rithmetic ski.Us 
Learn about spending money wisel:r, hooe management, civ ic 
responsfoilit;y and job opportunity 
Prepare for the GED High School Equivalency Diplana Test 
If so, join ;rour friends in an Adult Basic Educat:con clltss at you local school center . 
These classef; are your classes so plE'ase let us know you needs. The classes will meet 
for 6 hours each week. There j s no charge to att<md these classes. 
Pleas~ t' l l l out tht form nt the bottom of page ancl return it immediately to the place 
frcm W'h J..ch y ou are obtainitlf' th is copy. As soon us thei;e forms are returned, you will 
be vontttct~d by a recruiter and noti1'ied of the Oi'gan izHtionttl date f o r this class. 
TAKE A GOOD LOOK M' YOUR EDUCA'I ION . 
I would like to join an Adult Basic Education CJ ass ) 
I do not wish to attend an /\dul t BasJ.c !!:ducat ion Class ( 
SI GNATURE ADDRESS -------------- ------
LEARN TO EARN 
My local school is-------------- ---------------------
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: 
TELEPHONE NlMBER : 
________________ , RECRUITER -
- ---- ------
WORK;;HUl' RER:>RT AND E'. ALUA TION 
Excerpt from NEWS-LINE September 1969 
Fifty-two ( 5~) µeople attended the Adult Basic Education Teacher-
Recruiter Workshop at Cleveland Elementary School, Cleveland, Georgia on 
September 20 , 1969. 
Areas represented were eleven (11) Northeast Georgia counties; Oconee County, 
South Carolina; South Carolina State Department of Education; Morehead State 
University, Morehead, Kentucky; and the Adult Education Unit of the Georgia 
State Department of Education. 
The purpose of the workshop was to determine what specific individual changes 
and sld..lls on the part of the recruiter and instructor were necessary to 
facilitate the success of recruiting and retaining students in Adult Basic 
Education in this area. 
Upon first analyzing the results of the study to measure the meaning of 
certain things to the adult learner by having them Judged against a series 
of description scales, a three (J) point change in attitude toward the 
adult learner is indicated. P'urther data concerning this study will be 
reported. 
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1. R~ in ordt-:>r of 1.mporLance to you from 1 to 4 with 1 being the 
highest the following: 
Forty-four (44) part icipants rated GROUP SESSION as number 1, 
highest, with a weight score of lJl . 
Forty-three (43) j.Jarticipants rated FILM as number 2, with a 
weight score of 109. 
Forty-four (44) ~articipants rated GROUP RERlRTS on Case 
Studies as number J , with a weight score of 106. 
Forty-two (42) participants rated SUMMER WOR.XSHOPS REFORTS 
as number 4, with a weight score of 101. 
2. On the scale below, please indicate your general reaction to the 
workshop presentation by circling the appropriate number: 
;~ - Excellent • • . . • 13 - Good • • • • . • • 14 
3) - Average . . . . • . 7 
~~ - Fair • • . • . • . • 2 - Poor • • • . . • . 5 
• . - None • • • • . . • 3 
J. The response indicates that future training sessions should be 
SMALL GROUP SESSIONS. These groups should study teaching and 
recruiting methods and techniques, case studies developed from 
actual classroom situations, deTeloping curricula, and looking 
at source materials and services. 
These requests will be included in future Training ~essions. 
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~'>UMMARY Of' Afil·. Hd;H.UiTMl·:NT ~ EARCH f'..'V ALUATTON 
0noh1~1· 1 ' l /· R - Ar r i.l 18 , 1970 
WORKSHOP PARTICitlANT:j - Pl'.!asc chec\.. onP of the following: 
Teacher ___!,;_; Teacher Recruiter __ i ABE Coordinator _; ABE Teacher 
Recruiter --1.._; Teacher Aide Recruiter _2 _ _ ; ABE Student Recruiter _1 __ _ 
lay recruiter J ; Other (list) __ 5__ 
When planning future activities, it i s important that I have your views concerning 
past activities of the adult pr ograms and your needs f or t he future. Please use 
the following system when evaluating: 
1 • VERY HELPFUL ••• I have found t his most satisfying. 92 
2 • HELPFUL, but should be usod in a limited way. 88 
3 • Re~ly didn't make a difference to me. 15 
4 • POOd ••• I felt that my time was often wasted. 9 
5 • VERY roOR • • • should ,ot be continued. 6 
EVALUATE EA.CH OF THE FOLLOWING WITH 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 as shown above : 
1 Those sessions with one other staff person. 
1 Those sessions held with a local or small froup. 
2 Those sessions held with the entire group all ten counties) . 
1 Those sessions meeting with the small groups of the entire group. 
2 Those sessions with speakers. 
2 Those sessions with panel discussions . 
1 
~ Those sessions 
with consultants. 
1 Those sessions by ourselves (wit hout consultants or speakers). 
HOW 00 YOU RATE THE SUCCESS OF THE R&;RUITMENT RliSEARCH PROGRAM? - 1 • Successful; 
2 • Fair; 3 • Poor: 
The educat ional aspects 
The recruiting aspect 
Retention of enrollees 














Working with instructional aids 
Working with community resources Others __________ _ 
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·.,;\)IU-,:-.:L, 1..i·. \J,:r A.ND EVALUATION 
~xccr1, t, f'rum NEw..i-LINE April 1970 
An ABE Recruiter-Teacher WorKJnop was held on Saturday, April 18, 1970 at 
the Cleve1and Elementary Scnool, Cleveland, Georgia with thirty-four (34) 
present. Nine of tne ten t~rtic4pating counties were represented. 
Participation in the activities for the day was excellent. A big "Thank 
You" for all your help, interest, enthusiasm, ideas, and cooperation. 
The tabulation of the resultz from the ABE ~RUITME2IT RESEARCH EVALUATION 
sheets indicate that tne Educotional and Recruitment Aspects were successful; 
the Retention i s~ect was~-
Twenty-eight (28) Workshop participants filled out the Evaluation Sheets ; 
eighteen (18) indicated that "those sessions meeting with the small group 
of the entire group" (all ten (10) counties) was the most satisfying·or ~ 
helpful. 
Twenty (20) of the twenty~ight (28) checked INmVIOOALIZING PROGRAMS when 
asked, .,,hat additional kinds of help would you like?" 
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!'tOR':'IIF.AST GEORGIA AREA 
Sponsored by 
SOU'i'l!l~P~l m:camlAL EDUCATIO:J BOARD 
Dr. El1 P.r.O\•:n, Director 
UNIVERSITY OF GEOFGIA 
Dr. Curtis tllM-0r, Chairman, 1\dult Ec~ucation 
S'1'/,TC DEPl\PT1'1I:l'!';' CW EDUCATIOt..J 
Hrs. Cc1thcrinc Kjrklnnd, State Coordinator 
Frary Clrod, Consultant, Northeast Georgia 
------~-~•....t.-----, • A --! ____ ....._.., _ u..._ ___ ._....__ . ·----
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Vult..ing Janv.a.Jt.y and Fe.b1t.ua1t.y, 1910, 6ta 66 t1t.a.i.ning me.e.t .i.ng4 we.11.e. 
ke.ld .ln the. No1r.t/ie.a.,t Geo1t.g.la quad1t.a.n.t a.t itille.dg e.vilte., Ja.nu.a.11.y 
10 , Au.gv.4ta, FebJt.ua1t.y 14, a.nd Cle.v e.la.nd, Fe.b1t.ua11.y 28 wlth a. total o, 123 pe.,uon6 attending. At th e. Augu6ta. a.nd l,Li.tle.dg e.v.i.lle. ,e.,,.i.on4 
aU ,chool ,y,te.rn, with ABE pJt.ogJt.a~, ~eJt.e. Jt.e.p11.e. ,e.nte.d and a.t the. 
Cltvelttnd wo1t.fz.6hop Eibe.11.t, Gwinnett, Ma.d.l, on and Jaclu,on ,y,.te.m, 
k4~ no one. attending. 
The. pJt.ogll.am at each woJt.k6hop wa., the. 6~1e.. The. pa11.tlc.lpa.nt4 wo11.ke.d 
ln th11.e.e. gJt.oup4. On e. g1t.oup con,.i.,te.d 06 c.001t.dinato11., and the. te.acht1L4 
we..11.e. dlv.lde.d into two 91t.oup6. The. cooJt.d.i.na.toJt.4 ,oe.11.e. a,,.i.gne.d .the. 
t.tu k o 6 de.t e.JUn.i.n9 wlta.t the. State. Ve.pa.Jt.tme.nt o ~ Edu.ca.tlo n cuid 
c.0011.dittttto,u could do to fte.l p 4t1t.e.ngthe.n the. ABE p11.og.1tar11. O.ie. 
tt.ac.hVt 911.01.1.p wo .1t.ke.d o H .-J,iat the. cotte.g e..6 and .te.a.che.11.1> cou.lct do 
a.nd the. o.the.Jt te.ache.1t. 91tou.p on wha.t the. local 1>choot 1,y,ttm.6 a·nd 
te.ac.he.lL4 c.ou.td do to ,t11.e.ng.the.n th e. plt.ogJta.m. 
A con,ollda.tion 06 the. 6.i.nding1> a.1t.e. attached a, 11.e.po~ted by the. 
Atco11.de~ 611.om each gJt.oup. 




HOW THE STATE VtPART~tNT CAN HE LP COOROINATORS 
inae.llv.ic. e .tl:.a,<tU.rtf, o& t1.:ac:. e.u 
6u»d6 6nould be 6~t a.,ide u~ State. 
a.t Le.a6 t two a uea.ll - 601t. c~edit 
e.x.pa.nd te.a.c.hv1. t1t.a.in.i.t~g p11.og.llw1 - 6i.lm, "Te.aching The. 
-Oi.aa.dva.1i~a.Je.d" - ~nou.ld b~ :.how onc.e. a. we.e.k 
In4e.Avi.c.e. t1ta..ini.n9 601t. c.ooJld.ina.to46 
4hou.ld teach c.001t.d.inat0Jl6 how to wo1t.k mo/le. e.66e.c.tivety 
i.n loc.a.l a.11.e.a.6 
6umme.l'I. i..n6.ti.tu.te 601t. c.0011.di.na.tolt. 
Loe.al adv.iJ O.lltJ c.01111;rittc.u 
4hou.ld be. 1te.c.og11.ize.d by SOE and e.6601t.t1> a.pp1t.e.c..i.a.te.d 
Co o11.dina.tot6' ,a.la.11.y 
to low - 6c.alt ahou.ld be b11.ou.ght into 1.ma.LLe.A AVA ma.Agin4 
Coo1t.dina..te. baa.le. e.duc.a.tion and voca.ti.ona.l t1t.a..lning 
What can be. done a.bout 1.tu.de.~t tAa.napo.llta.tion? 
Gi.ve. 1t.e.c.09n.it.lon and app1t.e.c.i.ation to Local a.dviao.lly comm.lttee.4 
Expand into 6e.c.onda.Jly pl'Loglla.m 
HOW UNIVERSITY CAN HELP TEACHERS 
S:tu.dy on 11.e.c.1t.u.itin9 a.dulta 
P1t.ovide. .ln-ae.Jlvic.e.a on 
plt.oc.e.aaing and developing ASE mate.Jt..lala .it1c.tudi.ng ctu.d.lo-v.l.\u4L 
Veve.lop pe.l'Lti.ne.~t and pl'Lope.l'L te.6t4 601t. adu.lta in 1t.e.lation 
to the.lit. cul~u.lt.e 
Continue. and e.x.pa.nd te.le.v.i1>ion pJtogJLMt6 601t. te.a.c.he...u 
P1t.epa.lle. 6utu1t.e te.ac.he.lt.4 to .te.a.c.h d.i.6a.dva.n:ta.9e.d 
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HOW LOCAL SYSTf,'.I ~! AY l1£LP T[ACt{[R.S 
School plt. in.::.<.rJc'l-t.6 cc•ui.t. , t-l mo lt\?. .',n•pna.~i6 ov: ABE p1t.og1Lam t.h1e.ou.gh 
vaJt.-lou.6 oc. ,tool o,'tga.,:-<.. ::a t-<.o,H Ju.::l .... .6 PTA and otheJt..6 
Loe.al pe.o p£.1:.. ol.ou lrl coi:.t ..... .t ... ivJ..c., t- el-lg-lou.6, indu,t1t...i.a.l and 
bu.6-lntoJ g'tou.pJ to a~ve~ti~e A6E 
Sol-le.it vo iunte. e.11. ~ec.~ui te11.o 601(. ABE .6 tuden.t6 
P.1tov..lde. c.,1a-<. 'tJ a.ud .ta.bld 1,;h..lc.h will be. mo.Ile c.om601tt.a.ble. 601t adu.Lt:4 
Spott.6011. a.1:nu.atltj a.,~ ope. :.ou.6 e. 60 ..tha..t: oa.1r.d me.mbe.JL4 and othe.Jt 
.i.nt.e.lLe.J.t e.d pe.l(.oOH6 1.1ay bec.olil e mo1te. awa.1te. 06 otude.nt..s and p11.ogJtam6 
Te..6:ting a.nd p.t'.a.c.e.meHt i11 601(.1aa:tio r.. and m!Z.te/l-la.t, needed 
P1r.ov.lde u,e 06 d.u.plic.a.ting r,1a.c.hinu, e..{.c . 
Loca.l lly6t e.1;16 lilU.6.t c.oopel(.a..te :t.o ha.ve. 4 u. c.ce.6.66ul ABE PJtogJta.m 
HOW COOR.t)I NATO~S ,'.!AY 1/ELP 
Soli..c,i.t help 61(.or,1 a.nd c.001t.d.lnate. e.6601t.:t..6 06 loc.a.l C.,<.v..c.c, ~e..1tvi..ce., 
a.nd Jtel..i.giouo 011.gan-lza..tion.6, ne.tr.6 media., a.>id othe.1t. community 
voluntee.11..6 J:.o :ie.f.p a.dve1t..t-lze and Jte.c.Jtu.i..t. 
161lue. to te.a.c.he.1t6 a handbook oil in601t.ma.t-lon ,he.e.t.6 whi..c.h contain 
pultpo~e., ye.a1tly Jc.heci.ul c , method 06 te,ting a.nd e.valua.t.ion, 
.sugge,teci guici.e .to tea.citing adultA, .1te.po.1ttll a.nd 6oJt.lit.6 to be. 
c.omple..ted by tea.c.J,e.11. a.ncl o.thc.1t. pe.Jt.t.ine.n..t do.ta. 
Recogn.lz e. eac:t o .tuc.len.t6 e. ~ 001t..t.s wit.It a.pplt.o p1t.ia..te. c.e.Jt.e.mony and 
a.wo.Jt.d o.t end 06 ~a.c.h .school yea.It. 
1de.n.t.i6y .toe.a.£ nee.C:.6 6011.. in-lle.JLv.icc. e.duc.a.tion. 
K.e.e.p SOE -ln6011.med 06 ha.ppe.n,ing.6 .i.n toe.al p1t.og.1t.a.m 
HOW TEACH ERS ;.I AY flELP 
E.6tabli4h be..t.te11. c.01;1r,1un-i. c.a:t..lon be..t111e.e.1t -6c.ltool boa.ltd. and ABE' 
He.!p c.t1Jt1ty p1to91ta.m :t.o pu.p.i..l11 
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Help k.~e.p puu i..i...::. i.11SL' ► •:· 'd ol (•Jha..t.6 9_0.-i.ng on in ABE 
K.e.e.p &e...t.te..-'t 1tec.o .._,I~ -~ ,id u ~ e.. t'l..Jt ILe..61.d..t.6 
LJ.6e.. r..lZ e..Quip,;1:.,.,i.t givr.1 u-~ 
Ke.ep ou.Jt.6e.lv..:. .6 be..:ttc.11. in6oJr.liled o~ all a.va--i.lable. ma.te.1t.i.a.U 
T.11.y lo keep pupil.6 in .6chool 
ln60.11.m .H. ftool boa..11.d 06 ac.compli.6 hment 06 pup.il.6 
Attend ..i.n-.6 eJtvice.. Je6.6ion c.on6eAe.nce 
Hel p .11.ec.Auit .6u.i.table. ABE te..a.c.he.1t.6 
Po.1tt..i.cipate i11 .i.11--6 eJtvic.e.. and colle.ge t1ta..i.n.i.n9 pJt.og1t.a.m.6 
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,.t, tnchrnent A-4 
IN-vER\t ICE WORKSHOPS 
Twenty-t wo (22) persons attended the workshops on Programmed Materials 
held April 28, 1970 in Franklin County and June 8, 1970 in Rabun County. 
These workshops were held as a result of requests from teachers of the ABE 
classes. Jim Hester, Coordinator, Independent Study, Ninth Di.strict 
Educational Services Center, wa3 the consultant to the two (2) groups. 
Allachment B 
GEORGIA STATE K:>DULE 
ABE RECRUITMENT RESEARCH PROGRAM 
Banks County, Homer, Ga. 
ABE STUIENTS FOLWW-UP 
First Follow-Uµ : 121 contacted. Date: October 1969 through April 1970. 
COMMlllTS AND HESUL'l'S: 
11 Too busy during spring & summer-will 
enroll in September 
14 Personal problems & illness 
11 Not interested - apathy, indifference 
11 Planning to enroll after Christmas 
7 No transportation 
6 Enrolled 
6 No baby sitter 
6 Too busy - not enough time 
6 Undecided 
5 Who "drop-in", may go back 
4 Rotating work shifts prevent attendance 
3 Absent due to sickness - returned 
3 Passed GED Test after attending .A.BE Classes 
3 Shy, embarrassed, sorry for self 
3 Subjects too hard 
2 Moving - changing jobs 
2 Not able to learn 
l Class was not of help to hill - drop-out 
1 Does not like those attending 
1 Did not know that a person under 18 could attend 
1 Employer asked to return 
1 Enroll a!'ter hunting season, possibly January 1970 
1 Expelled from high school; determined never to go to 
school again 
l Feels she would look silly going to school at her age 
1 Got promotion he wanted after attending ABE Classes 
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A t.t achment C 
;_ ~11iC. 1,\ 3';'A Tr, l'llllJ.E!: T 
Appalach.:...:m ,\-it..,• 1' .. :.. ~ :,Jt...cat1.on nt;_rw.tment Res8ar ch Program 
U.G FOR RECRUITERS 
Name 1055 total cont Ac ts include:., 71 follow-up visits 
984 new contac~s . 
September 1969-
DateApril 1970 Time -------
Address or directions ~ks1 Franklin, Habersham, Hall 1 Pickerus 1 Rabun1 Stephens, Towns, 
Um.on, & white Counties • 
.. 
Married l,ll_ Single 158 Divorced Jl Seµ arated 7 Widowed 1,L Not Given _ 6 __ 
Male 474 _ Femal e 581 
Number & approxlmate ages of out of school adults i n house: 
462 31-45; JJl 46-<:,0; 84 over 6o·, ---- ----- not given -----32 
N~\v , c.: school age children _87_5 __ • Are they attending? Yes - All 
Employment of Male See Attachment --------------------------------
Employment of Female See Attachment -------------------------------
Di. d adult express any interest in ABE Program? Yes 702; No 252; Not Given JO. 
If yes, what? __ s_ee_A_t_t_a_c_hm_e_n_t __________________________ _ 
See Attachment If no, what reasons for not attending? ------------------------
Grade Level See Attachment 
Does the family have any transportation? Yes 826; No 118; Not Given 40. 
Are roads passable in winter? Yes 928; No 16; Hov far to ABE Class Center? 1/4 Mile to 25 Nil11 
• Not Given 40. 
Interests - Church __ wf. _____ ; clubs _____ ; others _______________ _ 
Incomes Best estimate Social Security &/or Welfare to 1?000 annually; Average 13500 annuall.J 
Did you lmow the reeruitee before visit? Yes Jl4; No 564; Not Given 106. 
It 79s, how long? J months to 35 years. 
J)o you live in saJH area? Yes 286; No 589; Not Given 109. 
nJ.d reeruitee enroll in an AIE class? 271 mo. ----------
Other COID9llts: ---------------------------------
ERlJITD'S KAME __________________ COUJITI _________ _ 
Attachment C- 1 
-.rl:,1 .. HGIA .i 'T';\TE MODULE 






































































GEORGIA STATE K)DlJLE 






Baby Sitter & Companion 11 
Waitress 8 
Poultry Houses 7 
Social Security 7 
Store Clerk 7 
Nurses Aide 5 
Part-Time & Odd Jobs 5 
School Lunchroom 5 
Self Employed (with husband) 5 
Office Worker J 
Disabled 2 
Dry Cleaners 2 
Apple Orchard 1 
Beautician l 
Dressmaker l 
Head Start Aide 1 
Nursery - Children 1 
Restaurant-Dishwasher 1 
Sells Flowers 1 




GEORGIA STATE M)DULE 
Adult R:1:; ic r;ctucat i.on Recruitment Research Program 
Reason~ for Interest in ABE Classes 
From Recruiters Logs 
Septe~ber 1, 1969-April 30, 1970 
TEA.CHER STUIENT 
Wants to learn - basic education •••••• 
Wants to try but is insecure 
To help children with homework 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
Ho reason gi. ven . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
For better employment . . . . . . . . . . . 
He) · in Math & Modern Mat..1 . . . . . . . . . 
Help in History •••••••••••••• 
For GED Test or finish high school • • • • • 
Better himself - get ahead - improve ••• 
Hoae aanagement - to spend money wisely 










Language arts • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11 
• • • • • • • Will attend a class near home 
lfill attend a day class •• • • • • • • • • • 
Interested but working hours prevent •••• 
• Ill at present - nems, physical disabilities. 
·Interested but no transportation • • • • • • • 
Previously enrolled - drop-out. • • • • • • • • 
Vocational Education • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 












































•• ••• •• •• • **** ** *. ** •• * * . * * ** ** * * ** • • *** •••••• 
Teacher Recruiter - AlE t eachers & classroom teachers. 




t;i: ORG IA STA 1'E K:>DULE 
Adu:t Basic Edu,;1tion Recruitment Research Program 
Reasons for Lack of Interest in ABE Classes 
From Recruiters Logs 
September 1, 1969-April 30, 1970 
Ho reasons given •• •••••• •••••• 
Too busy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Do not need training . . . . . . . . . . . 
Make 83 wch as High School and 
College GraduateL ••••• . . . . . . 
Working Hours prevent . . . . . . . . . . . 
Has progressed too far in life to attend • • 
Hot able to learn • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ABE would not help in finding better job in 
this area at age 50 • • • • • • • • • • 
Don't want to start )aecause can't come 
every night • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Small children • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 










Just not. interested in going to school ••• 14 



































~ Too tar to ABE Center (10 miles) • • • • • • 1 1 
1 lo transportation ••••••••••••• 
P'onHrly enrolled in ABlt classes but didn't 
receive help desired •••••••••• 




• • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • • • * • • * • * * * 
Teacher Recruiter - A.BE teachers & classroom teachers. 
lative Liq Lead.er - Coalllllity leaders, ABE student recruiter & ABB: teacher aide recruiter. 
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\ Attachaent C-5 
GroRGIA STA"m )1)001.i 
Grade Levels F'r011 Recruiters Logs 













Have Received a DiplOIIB. 4 
• lo Education at all 2 
lot Given 56 
Unknown 2 
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1. I rarely get real mad 
2. I have trouble staying with 
one job until I finish 
J. I am a good artist 
4. I don't like to work with 
other people 
5. I wish I were taller or 
shorter 
6. I worry a lot 
7. I wish I could do something 
about my hair 
8. Teachers like me 
9. I have a lot of energy 
10. I am a poor athlete 
11. I am just the right weight 
12. 'nle girls don't admire me 
lJ. I am good at speaking before 
a group 
• 14. My !'ace is veey pretty (good 
looking) 
15. I am good at musical things 
16. I get along very well with 
teachers 
17. I dislike teachers 
18. I am seldom at ease and 
relaxed 
19. I do not like to tey new things 
HOW I SEE MYSELF 
1 2 J 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 J 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 J 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 J 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 J 4 5 
1 2 J 4 5 
1 2 J 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
1 2 J 4 5 
1 2 J 4 5 
l 2 J 4 5 
l 2 J 4 5 
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Attachment F 
I get mad easily 
I stick with a job until 
I finish 
I am a poor artist 
I enjoy working with other 
people 
I am just the right height 
I seldom worry 
My hair is nice looking 
Teachers dislike me 
I have little energy 
I am good at athletics 
I wish I were llgnter or 
heavier 
The girls admire me 
I am poor at speaking before 
a group 
I wish my face were prettier 
(better looking) 
I am poor at musical things 
I don't get along well with 
teachers 
I like teachers 
I am usually at ease and 
relaxed 
I like to tey new things 
20. I have trouble controlling 
rrsy feelings 
21. I do very well in school 
22. I want the men to admire me 
23. I don't like the way I look 
-. 24. I don't want the women to 
admire me 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
25. I run quite healthy 1 2 3 4 5 
26. I am a poor dancer l 2 3 4 5 
27. Science is easy f or me l 2 3 4 5 
28 enjoy doing individual 1 2 3 4 5 
projects 
29. It is easy for me to organize l 2 3 4 5 
'lflY time 
~. I am poor at making things with 1 2 3 4 5 
rrsy hands 
31. I wish I could do something 1 2 3 4 5 
about my skin 
32. English is easy for me 
33, Math is hard for me 
34. I am not as smart as my 
classmates 
• 35. The men admire me 
36. My clothes are not as nice as 
I'd like 
37. I like school 
JS., I wish I were built like the 
others 
39. I am a poor reader 
I.I). I do not learn new things 
easily 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
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Attachment F 
I control my feelings very well 
I do not do well in school 
I don' t want the men to admire me 
I like the way I look 
I want the women to admire me 
I am sick a lot 
I am a good dancer 
Science is difficult for me 
I don't like to do indiV1.dual 
projects 
I have trouble organizing my time 
I am good at making things with 
my hands 
~ skin is nice looking 
English is difficult for me 
Math is easy for me 
I am smarter than most of my 
classmates 
The men don't admire me 
My clothes are very nice 
I dislike school 
I like my build 
I am a very good reader 
I learn new things easily 
-
.. 
41. I present a good appearance 
42. I do not have much confidence 
i n myself 
1 2 .3 4 5 
1 2 J 4 5 
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Attachment F 
I present a poor appearance 







































26.12 33 .36 72.28 31.44 2).81 17.72 16.08 
Aver. 22.11 27 .95 63.08 25.87 19.98 14.74 12.82 
18.10 22.44 53.88 Al.JO 16.15 11.76 9.56 
Low 
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jACK P . N IX 
STATE O F GEORGIA 
DEPARTl\l,ENT OF EDUCATION 
STATE OF FIC~ BUILDIN G 
ATLAN TA, 30334 
Attachment D 
• eTAT"E • u ~ E R INTENOENT OF SCHOOL.S 
October 10, 1969 
1-1. TITUS SINGLETARY. jR, 
A■eOCIAT£ 6TATE 5UPCAINTCNOl:NT Ot' SCH OOL• 
o,...-,cir. 0,. INSTRUCTIONAi... •EJIIVICIE■ 
MEMO RA tJDUM 
TO: Northeast Georgia ARE Coordinators 
FRON: Frary Elrod , Consultant 
Adult Education 
SUBJECT : In-service f or ABE Teachers 
Th is is to request that you insist that the 
ABE teachers in your system view the film 
"Teach inci; the Disadvanta~ed Adult" each 
Wednesday at lJ: 00 PT1. The pro~ram is on 
t he Geor~ia ETV Network. 
Area in-service programs will be planned 
l ater for all the ABE teachers. 
Each teacher and coordinator will ~reatly 
benefit from viewing the film and it will 






AWLT BASIC E~ATION 
Banlcs County Board of Education 
Homer, Ga. 
October 14, 1969 
NORTHEAST GEORGIA ABE TEACHERS 
Thelma P. Or r 
In-Service for ABE Teachers 
Attachment D 
All Northeast Geor&-ia ABE Coordinators have been requested by the Georgia 
State Department of Education, Adult Education Unit, to insist that the ABE 
teachers in their system view the film ''Teaching the Disadvantaged Adult" each 
Wednesday at 4:00 l'.M. The program is on the Georgia ETV Network. 
Area in-service programs will be planned later for all the ABE teachers. 
Each teacher and coordinator will greatly benefit from viewing the film· 
and it will make the in-service ~rogram more meaningful. 




STATE □ F' ·GEORGIA 
DEPARTM ENT OF EDUCATION 
JACK P NIX 
STAT£ SUPERINTENDENT OF S C H OO L.6 
MEMORANT)lJ~1 
ST ATE OFFICE BUILDING 
ATLANTA . 30334 
Apr il ?.3. 1 969 
H . TITUS SINGLETARY. JR. 
A S&O C IATC STAT C & UP( IIINTENOl:NT 0,, &CHOOLS 
o,..,,ca: 0,.. INSTRUCTIONAL aa:J11v1ca:• 
TO: Superintendents and Local A~E Coordinators 
F'~o•1: ( Hrs.) Catherine S. Kirkland 
SUBJECT : TV Hi~h School 
He are oleasen that we have been able to reschedule TV 
High School, the CTV series to help adults prepare to 
take the GED Test. The sixty lessons will start on 
Tuesday, September 9 and will he shown on all 10 ETV 
channe ls en Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays at 
7:30 a.m . and 7 :00 p.~. The evcnin ~ pro ~ra~ will be 
a repeat of the morn i ng pro~ram. 
We hope every effort will be made to provfde viewin~ 
centers for all interested adults and where possible 
teachers to assist , althou~h no adult basic e ducation 
funds may be used for this purpose. 
We reP,ret that we cannot furn ish accurate information 
at this time concerning the kits of book5 for the course. 
The company w~ich handled the ~ooks cannot accept the 
responsibility for the same orice as last year. So we 
are still uncertain about the cost and address from 
which to order. 
It would be well for vou to publicize loc ally throuRh 
newspaoer, radio , TV and other sources the start of 
this· series. Contacts with business, incustry, Chamber 
of Com~erce, an<l civic organizat ions could also serve 
to inform more peoole. If memhers of our staff can 
help, please let us know. 
We feel this is a real O?portunity to raise the educa-
t ional level of our adult population in r,eor~ia. As a 
result of this year's program we are issuing many more 
Hi~h School F.quivalency Certificates than ever. 
CSK/es~ 
A P P A L A C H I ~ N A D U L T B A S I C E D U C A T I O N 
D E M O N S T R A T I O N C E N T E R M O D U L E S T A T I S T I C S 
'lA-" ~o Please complete t his form and include it in your ~-3¼, 1970, final report and Mure 
interim and final reports. 
I • IEK>NS'I'RA TION PROJEX;T 
NAME Georgia Adult Basi~ Education Recruitment R;,search Project 
ADIJIBSS Banlcs County Board of Education, P.O. Box 1657, Homer, Ga. YJ547 
DIREC'roR(S) Thelma P. Orr 
II. G&>GRAPHIC A.REA 
List the coW1ties your demonstration project serves: 
Banks Rabun, Stephens, 
Franklin Union and White. 





Nwnber Employed Im-ing 
1969 - 19?0 Year 
Nwnber EfllPloyed at End 
or 1969 - 1970 Year 
The Average Hours 
Worked Per Week 
IV. STUIDTS 
NU11ber Enrolled During 1969-19?0 Year 
NWftber Rnrolled at End o! 1969-19?0 Tear 









31 plus 2 teacher aides 
29 plus 2 teacher aides 
6 
v. PROJECT .-\ LW. N ~ '; Tli!\ 1' 
~ 11- Li:nt 
:\ 1r t - ti me 
Aver age !!<'1, ;"$ 
?er We ek 
VI. OTHER STAFF 















Supp¼ement . to Jw1e 1970 Final Reoo1 l 
GIDRGJA STATE KJDU:.£ 
Pre-oervice and In-oervice Tra:..ning !iessions 
Mar&: June 19?0 
Table I 
COUNTI!S SMAIJ.. GROUP HULTI-SfSTEM WORKSHOP 
Franklin l 
l 
-Counties repres,mted: Habersham, F'.abun lt Towns. 
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Supp}-ement t o June 1')70 Final !"k, or t 
Franklin County: 
G.EORGIA .3TA ~·, M)DlJLE 
Adult. 8 :,sj c Education Rt;cruitment SUITITlary 
May&: June 1970 
Lay Recruiter m:.ide 7 c-ontc1ct:; and enrolled 1 (or 11/fo). 
Table II 
ABE Teacher Aide Recrui~er made 29 contacts and enrolled 5 (or 17%). 
Rabun County: 
Lay-ABE Student Recruiter made 54 contacts and enrolled 3 (or 5%) with 
J8 (or ?O'fo) registering to attend in September. 
RECRUITMENT FOLLOW-UP VISITS: 
Franklin County: 
Lay Recruiter made 4 conLrcts of drop-outs; none returned to class. 
ABE Teacher Aide Recruiter made 1~ contacts of drop-outs; all promised 
to return after the sunrner (working over time , canning vegetables, etc.). 
Rabun County: 
Lay-ABE Student Recruiter made 103 follow-up visits; 8 (or ?'fo) enrolled 
during May and 43 ( or 41~) enrolled for classes in September 1970. 
Attachment B 
Supplement to June 1970 Finol Report 
GEORGIA JTATE ~OOOLE 
ABE RECRUITMENT RESEARCH PROGRAM 
B3nks County, Homer, Ga. 
ABE STUDENTS FOLLOW-UP 
First Follow-up: 121 contacted . Date: ~1ay & June 1970 
COMMmTS AND RESULTS: 
43 Too busy during spring & sWl'l'ller-will 
enroll in September 1970 
17 Personal probl ems & illness 
2J Not Interested - apathy, indifference 
1 No t ransportation 
8 Enrolled 
6 No baby sitter 
2 Undecided 
6 Rotating work shifts prevent attendance 
3 Shy, embarrassed, sorry for self 
2 Class was not of help to him - drop-out 
3 Employer asked to return 
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Supplement t o June 1970 Final Repor t Attachment C 
r,EQ~GIA STA TE PROJECT 
Appalachi;m t,dul t Bnsi. c Educ;1tion Re<·rui t men t Research Program 
LCG FOR Ri:CR V: 7l!JIS 
Time Name 211 total contac t s include5 121 follow-up ~Jte May & June 1970 
90 NElJi contacts . visits . ------
Address or directions Fr ankli n & Rabun Counties . 
·Married _2]__ Si ngle~ Divor ced ~ Separated _ ~idowed ..1,_ Not Given 
Ma.le 49 Female 41 
Number & appr oximat e ages of out of school adults in house: 
38 16- 30 ; _52 _ _ 31-45; ~ 46- 60; over 60; ---1 not given ---
Number of school age childrer 64 • Are they attending? Yes - All ----
F.mpl oyment of Male Seb attachment ---------------------------------
Employment of Female See attachment --------------------------------
Did adult expr ess any i nterest in ABE Progr am? Yes 76; No 14. --------------------
If yes, what? See attachment 
If no, what reasons for not attending? See attachment ------------------------
Grade Level See attachment 
Does t he family have any transportation? Yes 82 ; No 5; Not Given 31 
Are roads passable in winter? Yes 84; No 6. How far to ABE Class Center? 1/4 mile -
I nterest s - Church - 25- ; clubs ; others ------ - --------------
18 miles 
· Incomes Best estimate __ w_e_1_r_a_r_e_ -_ s_oooo __ A_nn_u_a1_1y_;_A_v_er_a_g_,e_S_4CXXJ ___ A_nn_u_al_l,.Y...,•-- ------
Did you know the recn.iit ee before visit? Yes 22; No 55; Not Given lJ. 
It yes , how long? _1_-_ i_o_ y_e_a_r_s_. _____________ _ 
Do you live in same area? _ Y_e_s_ 2_3_;_ N_o_6_7_. _ __________ _ 
Did r ecruitee enroll i n an ABE class? 9 DID. -----------------
Other Conment s t 
RECRUITER'S NAME ________ _ _________ COUNTY _______ __ _ 
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Attachment C-1 
Supplement to June l??u Fi n,11 Report 
GEORGIA STAIB M:>DULE 
Log For Recrui ters Employment of Males 
Factory 25 
Construction- Building 1 
Custodian-Maintenance 3 
Unemployed 7 




Stor e Clerk-Salesman 2 
Farming-Chicken Houses 1 
Service Station 3 
Utility Companies 1 
Part-time & Odd Jobs 3 
Armed Services 1 
Plumber 2 
In Jail 1 
Not Given 3 
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ALtachment C- 2 
Supplement t.o Ju:ie , 1 ,. ri r I l Re,,ort 
GEORGI,\ iTAiC: 1-0DULE 







PoultrJ Houses 1 
Store Clerk 1 
Hospital Aide 2 
Part-time & Odd jobs 1 
Self Employes (with husband) 2 
Dry Cleaners 1 
Not Given 2 
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Attachment C- 3 
Supplement to June 1970 F' .. n~11 Rt or· 
G~.ORGIA S'J'A W P-ODII'LE 
Actu]t Bn:;J.c Education Recruitment, Research Program 
Reo~ons for Interes~ ~n ABE Classes 
Fr om Recr uiters Logs 
May & June 1970 
NATIVE LAY LF.AIER 
Wants to learn - b~sic education . . . . . . . . . . 
Wants t o t ry but is insecure •• •• . . . . . . . 
No r eason given ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Help in Math & Hodern Math • •• •• 
For GED Test or finish high school . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
Bet ter himself - get ahead - improve. . . . . . 
I nterested if baby sitter can be provided . . . . . . . . . . 
Promised to enroll in September 1970 • • •• . . . 
Ill at present - nerves , physical disabi lities . . . . . . . . 
Int erested but no t ransportation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Vocational Educat i on •••• •• • . . . . . . . . . • • 













* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Native Lay Leader - Coll'l1lunity leader s, ABE student recruiter & ABE teacher aide recruiter. 
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Table VII 
GEORGIA STA'm JC>OOLE 
Volunteer and Mass Kedia Recruitaent 5Ullll8l"y 
Enrollment June 1969-April 19?0 
TO'UL IDOLIJCDIT 
II U& CLAS~ 
TIPI OF B!CRlJITMDT PROII OOITACTS 
lotea 
Volunteer Recruiters 94 TOTAL 
ABE Students 32 
Teachers 14 
P'riends ll 
School o!!icials 10 
VISTAS 9 
NYC Di.rector 7 
North Georgi.a Technical • -locational 
School Counselor 4 
Director, Multi Purpose Center 3 
Community Store - Street Comer 3 
Welfare 1 
Mass Media 55 'roT.lL 
Hotices !roa local schools 26 
Newspapers 19 
b~o 7 
Notices left at places or 
employment by paid recruiters 3 
149 GIWID 'roT.lL 
Total Cuamulated Enroli.ent.. • • • • • • • • • 608 
Volunteers enrolled ••••••••••••••• 94 - 15.4~ 
Kaas Media enrolled •••••••••••••• • 55 - 9.04~ 
Total ot 149 or 24.~ 
Paid Recruiters enrolled ••• ••••••••• JOJ - 49.84~ 
Penonal contact by atatt at IOTVS A Alto •••• 156 - 25.6~ 
Total or 459 or 75.491, 
• 
• 
At t,;J-:hmen t C- /~ 
Supplement, to June 197,J F ; n<1 ~ 
G • .1. •• {GIA ..iTATF IDDlJu... 
Aciult, Ba:-:;i.c ...:<1uc·1t.10:-1 Recruitment Researd .Program 
Reason~ for Lack 0f Interest in ABE Clas,es 
From Hecruiters Logs 
May & June 1970 
NATIVE LAY LEAIER 
Too busy ••• •••• 
Do not need training. 
Small children • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 





rorAL • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 14 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Native Lay Leader - Community leaders, ABE student recruiter & ABE teacher aide recruiter • 
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Supplement to June Attachment C- 5 
G~ORGIA 3TATE K:>DUL3 
Gr ·.dc Level:- From Recrui t.ers Logs 
GRADE LEVELS 'roTAL RECRUITEES 
First 3 
Second 1 










No Education at all 1 
Not Given 3 
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GEORGIA STATE F.f(CJEx;T 
A~~alachiJ.n Adul t Basic Education Recruitment Research Program 
LOG FOR RECRUITERS 
N1me Date Time -------------------------- ------- -----
; \ rl dress or directions ·-------------------------------
tkrried ---- Single ----- - Male Female ---- -------
:·,:::1ber & .1:J)roximate ages of out of school o.dult.s 1.n house: 
18-JO; 31-45; --- ----- -----46-f:IJ; Over f::tJ 
Number of school age children ____ • Are they at tending? ____ _ 
3,_.loyment of Recrui tee. _______________________________ _ 
,=;;-:_1loyrnent of S;>ouse. _________________________________ _ 
Did adult express any interest in ABE Program? ______________________ _ 
It' yes, what? ____________________________________ _ 
::::r no, \{hat reasons for not attending? ________________________ _ 
Gr";.dc level --------
Do 0. 0 ~he f.:unily have any transportation? ________ _ 
Are r oads passable in winter? ________________ ,...... ____________ _ 
Ho·.-, f.;r to ABE Class Cent.er? _____________________________ _ 
ln~crests - Church ------ clubs ------
others _______________ _ 
• 1 ncome: Best estimate ------------
Did vou lcnow the recruit.ee before visit? ------Il' yes, how long? ____________________ _ 
Do you live in same area? _______ _ 
Did recruitee enroll in an AEE Class? ---------0 ther comments: ____________________________________ _ 
RECRUITER'S NAME _________________ OOUN'l'Y __________ _ 
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ABE RECnUITimlT RFSE.UiCH m>JFCT 
Banks County, Homer, Ga. 
ABE STUIENTS POLI.OW-UP 
~~ MTE ---------------------------- -----------
AD IJU!:S S ---------------------------------. OOr-tmn'S ________________________________ _ 
HAME _ _______________ _ _______ DATE _________ _ 
ADI&'SS ---------------------------------
COMMENTS--------·------------------------
R!J::RUITER'S HA.ME _ _ _______________ COUNTY __________ _ 
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• 
Appalachian Adul t Basic Education Recruitment Research Program 
RECRUITER'S REQUISITION 
System 
Recruiter's Signature _________________ Soc . Sec. No. ______ _ 
Address Date ------------------------ -----------
-------------....--------... 1 .......... 1 __ 1_9 ___ Thelma P. Orr, Direct.or 
Approval by Director Date Ga. St.ate Module, AABEOC 
Box 8 
Nicholson, Ga. 30565 
Recruiter's Time 
Total Hours ____ X $2.00 = I _ ___________ _ 
Recruiter's Mileage 
Totcw. Miles ____ X S . 08 "' $ _____________ _ 
Total Requisition I _______ _ 
Date Paid ________ _ Check Number -------
PE:RSONS VISITED D\TE HOURS MILEAGE 
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Cont inuation Sheet 
GEORGIA STA TE M)OO!E 
Appalachian Adul t Basic Education Recruitment Research Program 
RECRUITER'S ~UISITION 
Sys tem 
. Recruiter's Signature ___________ _________ Date __ .._ ____ _ 
Persons Visited Date Hours Mileage 
• 
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GEORGIA STA TE KJDULE 
Appal achian Adult Basic Education Recruitment Research Project 
Recrw.ter's In-S P.rvi.ce time and Mileage 
RECRUITER SOCIAL SECURITY NO. --------------------- ---------




'if'T'\1. HOURS ________ ___ X S2.00 • 
'i'UTAL MILEAGE X .oa .. -----------
TOTAL ~OISI'r:tON • 
2ATE PAID _______________ CHECK NUMBER ___________ _ 
.Rff,RUITER'~ SIGNATURE __________________ DATE ________ _ 
D!RECTOR 'S APPROVAL ___________________ DATE ________ _ 
Mrs. Thelma P. Orr, Di.rector 
'r:-E;orgia State Module - AABEOC 
BJn.ks County Board of Education 
Hom~r, Georgia ':/J547 
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.. 
APPALACHIAN AOOLT BASIC EOOCATION DEM::>NSTRATION CENTER 
STUDENT INFORMATION SURVEY 




Telephone Number Date Entered Class ------------ --------
1. In what year were you born? 
2 . Sex ( Check) Male ____ Female ____ _ 
3. Race (Check) White ___ Black _____ Other ___ _ 
4. Marital Status (Check) Single ____ Married ___ Other __ _ 
5. How many children do you have at home? -----
NAME OF CHILD AGE EOOCATION OF CHILDREN 
6. How many years have you lived in t.he C0n111unity? _____ _ 
7. Highest grade completed in schoolt ______ Name of School: _______ _ 
Parents highest grade: Fathers Mother: _______ _ 
8. What is your primary occui-iation? _____________________ _ 
9. What is your current work status? (Check) 
Employed µart. time 
Unemployed but seeking work 
Not seeking work - Unemployed I I 
Employed f ull time 
To be placed through this project 
89 
-2-
10. If not employed full iir.,t•, tne ma1.n reason is ,~ 1,.1..,nec 
) Unab:t o finJ Wv!"k 
) Keer-1ing house 
~ In school Retired 
~ Di.sable□ • Other ( s 1Jecify) 
11. How was the contact be tween ABE and the 1,artic1.,t-1anL mddc? 
12. Reason for participation in ABE: ----------------------
• 13. Has the :-1artici1;ant been enrolled in AIE before? ( Check) 
Yes No ------- -------




APPALACHIAN AIJJLT BASIC EOOCATION IEmNSTRAT!ON CENTER 
EMPi..OYMt,1IT STATUS 
This form should be filled out by the teacher for each pupil enrolled • 
1. NAME -------------------------------------
2. Please indicate the employment status of the student by checki.ng the statement 
below which best describes his ~osition. 
a. Employed full time ---. b. Employed µart time ---c. Unem~loyed, but seeki.ng employment ---d. Unemployed and not seeki.ng employment ---
3. If employed, what is the 3tudent's occupation? ________________ _,_ 
4. If wiemployed, what type of work has the student done in the past? 
5. What type of job would the student like to have? ________________ _ 








APPALACHIAN AIXJLT BASIC EDUCATION r:Et-ONSTRATION CENTER 
WITHDRAWAL FORM 
This for m should be completed by the Geacher "or each student who withdraws from class • 
1. Name of student ------------------------------
2. Number of hours in attendance before withdrawal --------
J . Pleas e indicate the attendance pattern of the student before he withdrew from 
class. by checlci.ng one of the statements below: 
- ----a . wi thdrew after att ending one or two classes b. wi thdrew after period of irregul1r attendance ----------c . attendance was good , withdrawal was abrupt 
*· Please indicate the grade level of the s tudent: 
a . Level I -----b. Level II -----c . Level III -----
5. How many hours of instruction did the student miss before he was contacted? _____ _ 
6. Please check the statement below which best describes the reason why the student 
withdrew: 
a . transferred to another ABE class -----b. entered other educational training -----c. moved away -----d. completed r equirements for eighth grade equivalency or beyond -----e . se~ured cm~loyment -----f . lost i nteres t -----g. conflict with work -----: _____ h. family ~roblems 
i. other reasons{s) S~ecify: -----
92 
Site of Class K>NTHLY CLASS-ROLL REPORT Ba"nks Co ty Multi System --------
------- ~ y _____ , 19 __ _ Circle Days Classes Held: M T W T F Clock Hours A.D.A . 
-
;1n alphabetic 11 
HRS. 
T(hAL ACC . 
BRT. INDICATE ABSENT OR PRESENT FOR EACH STUIENT ON HOLL 
FOR TOTAL 
order) uEX ND. 
l-ONTH 





·- ----- -- ._ - ,-I 
- ---
I --- -
- - - ·- -
..,. 
- -
- - - --
~ - - ._ 




l'JTAL STU IE.NT HOUR.5 TOTAL TEACHER HOUBS DA'tE: -----------
'I 'EA CHER SIGNATURE --------------
... 
MUL Tr -COUNTY ABE CLASS15 
U1nk·~ Cvunt.y :fomer, Georgia 
MONTHLY SUMMARY REPORT •• • r0r ________ 1r1_ LocAticr ,. Gl.uSSes 
(by number) --------
T~rget Population ot beginning of mon th : __ _ and at end of month: ----
Level I Level II I Level III Total 
1. Tot.al enrolled at beginning of month 
2. Total enrolled during this month 
3. Dro,outs during this month 
5, Com~letions of 8th grade this month 
xxxxx 
6. Totals at end of mon th 
" Number of students enrolled by sex: male . , f'Mlale ---
a. Number of students enrolled by age : 16-18 ;19-24 ;25-34 ;35- 44 __ ;45-54_; 
55- 64 ___ ;65 & Ove_r __ 
9. Number enrolled by race : caucasian ___ ;negro ___ ;Am.%nd. ;Oriental __ _ 
other non-white ---
10 . Number en:-olled by migrant ___ _ 
11. Number enrolled that receive welfare ----
12. Reasons for se~aration: employment ___ ;entry into training ~rogram job 
change ___ ;lack of interest ____ ;child care ___ i trans_;,ortation;_ __ ;working 
hours ___ ;moved ____ ; other reasons ___________________ _ 
13. Number of classes held in: public school building~ ____ ; other facilities ____ _ 
14. Total number of teachers Total number of classes ---------
·15 , Total number of teaching hours (all teachers) _____ _ 
16. Number of teacher training workshops: State ___ ; local ___ _ 
17, Total number receiving 8th grade certificate since July 1, 1969 -----
)8 . Cumulative total number of students enrolled since July 1, 1969 ____ _ 
Signature o! teacher (or c~ordinator): 
NOTE TO COORfilNATORS - Hall , Rabun & Stephens 
Counties: Coordinator will consolidate report 
and list t eachers. 
94 
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION RECR ... Thr..NT R.ESFAtt,; .)GRAM 
Student TrnnJJOrLt'tion 
:HOOL SYSTEM -------------- , RESS --------------~----~tm,T FOR REIMBURSEMENT r'Ol-l OFFICIAL fRAVEL ------------------~-:,.-
OR K>NTH ENDING -------------








t 00 SOLEMNLY SWEAR THAT THE AOOVE STATEMENT IS CO~T AND THAT THE EXPmSJ!S WERE 
" ~URRED IN PERFORMANCE OF OFFICIAL DUTIES. DATE _____ SIGNATURE. ________ _ 
.. 
APPROVED. ______ ~-~--:------
System Coordinator Director, ABE Recruitment um. _______ _ DATE. _______ _ 





STATE DEPARTI-fE !~ 0~ t. H'C:A ·r< 
Ad ult Fd 1 «ti< 1 1>rq.,rt 
n.RSON:-.'ET Kl llR, 
Name Sys tem 
Position Locat1on 
Nln-1BER NUMBER ~,'l' BER NlJMBEf< 
DATE CLOCK HOURS PRESENT ON ROLL DATE CLOCK HOLIR ,'PRE ENT ON ROLL 
I 
I 
TOTAL HOURS: ADA: 
Check One: For use of Su12t. or local Coord. 
FULL TIME ( ) Total hours Rate per hour $ 
PART TIME ( ) Social Security Salary S 
VOLUNTEER ( ) 
Signature Date Supt . or Local Coord. Date 
Submit 3 copies to Supt. or local Coord, at end of month. One to be retained in 





Ad. Ed. JE (1969) MONTHLY SUMMARY ATTENDANCE 
Month of _______________ _ 
System Closs Location Teacher or Coordinator 
A B C D E F 
Enrollment No. on No . new No. completing No. Drop- T otol on Commu-
roll at students each level outs this rol I at lotive 
beginni ng thi s this month month end of total 






- ·- - --- -- ----
TOTALS 
:::..- - - -- -- -
Please fol low direct ions. 
Each teacher mu st fill rn every column . The coordinator or superintendent must con so lidate oi l te ache rs' report s 
on the some form and submit 1 (one ) copy to the State Deportment by the 5th of each month. 












5 -[ 45-60 T~=-
obove 
-i- -r-=--=-..:::=-== =,= t 
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1~ 
GEORGIA STATE K)IXJLE 
Adult Basic Education Enrollment Surmiary 
December 1969 
,., 
NUMBER STUIF...NTS NFli STUDENTS OF ON ROLL STUIE~S DOOP~UTS 01 HOLL AD\ FOR ' CLASSES COON'l'llS 12 1 69 IECEMBi£R DECEJ.mER 12 Jl 69 mcEMBER 
2 Banlcs 19 2 0 21 17.0.3 
0 Franklin 0 0 0 0 0 
0 Habersham 0 0 0 0 0 
5 Alt.o* 61 5 2tHt 64 4;...()() 
.3 Hall 45 1 7 .. 39 25.04 
2 Pickens 27 0 1 26 19.94 
5 Rabun 59 1 0 f:I:) 34 • .33 
2 Ste.iJhens 22 2 2 22 15.42 
2tHHt Union 22 0 4 ... 18 6,75 
1 Towns 10 0 0 10 9.66 
1 Whit.e 12 0 0 12 .3.00 
2J 277 11 16 272 172.17 
.-,---------------------------------------,,,, 
* Full-time teacher 
.,. Released from Correctional Inst.itutions 
.._. One (1) class discontinued in December 
98 
, " rr r . ,w ,f, , . ,, , n .. , , 1 , 
,',JuLl. i l , l ( !:, . -:,~ t..l. I rt.rollmcnt -~ry 
Janu;u-y 19?0 
> 
NUMBER STUDEl-JTS NEU TS .. 
OP' ON ROLL STUIENTS OOOF-OOTS ON ROLL AO' POil 
ctAssEs COUNTIES 1/1/70 JAN. JANUARY 1/31/70 JANUAR? 
l Banks 21 0 4 17 10.80 
0 Franklin 0 0 0 0 0 
l Habersham 0 6 0 6 4. 50 
5 Alto• 64 0 6 .. 58 40.70 
J Hall 39 5 9H+ 35 22.39 
2 Pi.ckeM 26 2 0 28 26.J) 
5 Rabun flJ 0 0 60 34.27 
2 Stephens 22 0 4 18 13.60 
1 ~ 18 18 
l Towns 10 1 0 11 10.00 
1 White 12 0 J 9 3.00 
22 . . 272 2(:/;) 165.59 
4 
I 
• Pull-ti.Jle teacher 
M leleaaed trocn Correctional Instit-utJ.on 
.... 6' ot these were released t1'0ll Correctional Institution 
._. Wo c1',ssee held durin& Jauuai, ~ ol bad •ath6r 
GB.)RGIA ) TATE MODULE 
A1..lll t B,~s · c tducat1.on E..nroll men t:. Sumr:iary 
Febr uary 1970 
} 
NUMBER STUDENTS tmf STUIENTS 
OF ON ROU.. STUIENTS DROP-OUTS ON ROLL AO\ FUR 
-- CLASSES COUNTIES 2/1/ 70 FEB. FEBRUARY 2/28/?0 FEBRUARY 
i 
1 Banks 17 1 3 15 9.25 
O* Fr anklin 0 0 0 0 0 
1 Habersham 6 8 2 12 6.00 
5 Al t o_. 58 3 13 .. * 48 42.52 
3 Hall 35 5 1 39 28 .74 
2 Pickens 27 4 0 31 25.62 
5 Rabun (:JJ 10 10 60 32. 82 
2 Ste_µhens 18 0 0 18 11.37 
l Union~* 18 18 
l Towns 11 2 J 10 9.12 
1 White 9 2 3 8 3.50 
22 (TOTAIS) 259 35 35 259 168.94 
* Classes organized in Mar ch 
** Full- time t eacher 
*_. Released from Correctional I ns t itution 
**.,. No classes held during February because of bad weather 
NOTE: On January 1970 Adult Basic Education Enrollment Summary Report "New Students in 
J an." for Pickens County should have been 1 ins t ead of 2 and ''Students on Roll 
1/31/70 11 should have been 3J.. instead of 28-according tot.he January Class Rolls; 


















1 Young Harr is 
1 :lhi te 
29 (TOTALS ) 
GEOOOI,~ STA TE t-0 DULE 
Adult Basic Education Enro.1..lment. Surrrnary 
March 1970 
S.TUIENTS NEl-1 













Coll ege 0 I~ 
8 () 
259 161 
* Full-lime Lcacher 
.., Rel eJscd frcm Correctior.Al Insi-1tution 
STUIE.mS 
















*** Indet)endent g tucly Center at Nor th Geor1r, J T<:d · _._:-;l & Voc~t,1onnl School (meets 
2 mornings ~er week) 
*~ Volunt,eer t.eacher 
101 
